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for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy
ABSTRACT
Authentic approaches to design education are typically defined as experiences
centered on industry involvement. This industry connection is commonly either in the
form of projects provided by industry partners or practicing engineers that serve as
mentors to students. After exploring the goals and current practices of design education,
this dissertation proposes an expanded definition of authentic design education: any
design project with impact beyond the classroom environment that encourages the
development of a student's self-identity as an engineer.
To investigate the potential benefits afforded by an expanded definition of authentic
design, a new design class was developed, taught, and evaluated across four years. The
class, entitled Design for the Wilderness, was developed with a focus on projects that
have impact beyond the classroom environment. Students were required to design and
build products that they relied on while traveling in remote wilderness environments.
These impactful projects required students to experience the results of their design
decisions.
Building on our experiences implementing Design for the Wilderness, a curricular
approach of Design for Use is introduced that requires students to use products
developed by their peers. Design for Use helps increase students' understanding of
human-centered design principles by encouraging students to confront the interplay
between their intentions when designing a product and their experiences when failing to
understand the intentions behind products designed by their peers.
This dissertation also considers a mechanical engineering capstone design class
(MIT's 2.009). An interesting outcome of this class is that some teams continue to work
on commercializing their products after the semester ends. Team characteristics most
strongly correlated with persisting on product development beyond the end of the class
are related to healthy team dynamics and a positive social environment. Teams that
persisted spent more of their time working together, had fewer teammates that worked
significantly more or less than the team average, and spent more of their time simply
"hanging out" in lab.
Drawing on our findings from investigating multiple approaches to authentic design
education, recommendations are made for the future development of effective
engineering design classes.
Thesis Supervisor: John G. Brisson
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This dissertation considers what the literature

refers to as authentic

engineering design experiences, and what alternate approaches might also lead
to beneficial learning outcomes. As we will examine, all too often the term
between activities involving an industry

authentic is used to distinguish
connection
environment.

and

activities

This

that

take

(often-implicit)

place

wholly within

distinction

ignores

the

academic

a broad range

of

approaches to engineering design education that may result in desirable
learning outcomes.
The following chapters are primarily concerned with design activities that
are directly relevant to students' lived experience, where students have to
legitimately use the artifacts that they create. As we will see, requiring students
to use the products that they design changes their relationship with the
profession of engineering, with each other, and with the product itself. This
dissertation contributes a new definition of authentic design alongside the
development

of frameworks

through which

to

consider design-learning

activities. Alongside specific impactful design activities the curricular approach
of Design for Use is introduced, an approach that puts use front and center in
the design-learning environment. This contributes to the rich variety of possible
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design learning environments and can be used to thoughtfully create projects
for new design learning experiences.
This work is strongly influenced by the time I spent working as an Instructor
for Outward Bound Canada in the Canadian Rockies. Through the guidance and
gentle coaching of my co-Instructors, I was able to see the value of "letting the
mountains to speak for themselves", allowing students learn directly through
experience. Sometimes the mountains need a little help and active intervention
is necessary to give students the skills and knowledge that they need to
overcome challenges. This balance between active intervention and stepping
back to allow students to experience success and failure on their own became an
important aspect of my teaching philosophy at MIT that you will see throughout
the activities that are described herein.
The aspect of working for Outward Bound that I enjoyed most was solving
problems while in the field. Whether it was figuring out how to get 150 pounds
of food 15 feet into the air while alone with just two backpacks, a rope, and my
shoelaces, or how to assemble a tent on a glacier that we had the wrong poles
for, or how to fix someone's shoes that fell apart on the second day of a 3-week
expedition, there were always problems to be creatively addressed.
While not always the most challenging problems, or the most elegant
solutions, solving problems in the wilderness provided me with something that
my undergraduate engineering design experiences did not - the ability to see my
solutions to problems used in circumstances where people were really relying on
them. While the projects that we examine as we move forward may not be the
most technically sophisticated or complex, it is this spirit of need and authentic
use that we have attempted to capture.
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Chapter 2
Conceptual Framework
Since the 1950's engineering education has followed a familiar model - two
years of basic science and math education followed by two years of "engineering
science" classes where students apply scientific principles to solve technical
problems (Dym et al. 2005). Initially design was neglected as a topic, however
over time design became regarded as the core activity practiced by engineers
(Simon 1996). Today, engineering design is primarily taught through projectbased capstone design classes that became popular as engineering programs
responded to industry demands for graduates better prepared for the workplace
environment (Dutson et al. 1997). Current ABET accreditation standards have
codified this experience,

requiring that

"students must be prepared

for

engineering practice through a curriculum culminating in a major design
experience based on the knowledge and skills acquired in earlier course work"

(ABET 2015).
Design as a field has also recently captured the public imagination with
firms such as IDEO successfully advertising and encouraging the use of "design
thinking" across a variety of fields much broader than engineering. This
dissertation is primarily concerned with the practice of design as it applies to
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engineering however the lessons learned may be appropriately applied across a
broader set of design practices.
We will first consider different possible conceptions of the engineering
design process and establish a clear framework through which to examine our
approach to design education. The following sections consider the conceptual
underpinnings of todays approach to engineering education, and establish a
theoretical foundation for the curricula that is to be considered in the following
chapters.
Throughout we will be considering the role that authentic experiences play
in engineering

education. As has

been previously mentioned, in design

education authenticity is typically regarded as a connection to industry. Each of
the following sections will touch on this relationship and by the end of the
chapter we will establish an alternative definition of authentic engineering
design education.

2.1

Engineering Design Education
The most popular approach to engineering design education is the capstone

design class. Capstone design courses initially emerged from industry demands
for better prepared graduates (Dym et al. 2005). Today, this curricular approach
has been codified as accredited engineering programs in the United States are
required to prepare students for engineering practice "through a curriculum
culminating in a major design experience" that combines earlier course work
with "appropriate engineering standards and multiple realistic constraints"

(ABET 2013).
A more recent trend has been to integrate design earlier into a student's
academic experience. In the first year these introductory design experiences are
often referred to as cornerstone design classes (Dym et al. 2005).
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This change

has been driven by a desire to introduce students to engineering specific classes
earlier in their education. This movement is partially driven by research that has
found that underrepresented minorities are more likely to persist in engineering
programs that include cornerstone classes (Hurtado et al. 2010). Women are
especially likely to value the potential impacts of engineering outside of the
classroom, which are better expressed through design activities than the
traditional two years of introductory math and science (Busch-Vishniac and
Jarosz 2004; Hill, Corbett, and St. Rose 2010).
Cornerstone classes are often small design activities that take place in the
classroom and are solely meant to introduce students to the engineering design
process. However, capstone classes are meant to provide authentic or real world
experiences. To accomplish this, projects for capstone design classes are
increasingly often drawn from industry partners (Dutson et al. 1997). Before
returning to consider why we have come to traditionally rely on industry to
provide projects for an authentic experience, the following two sections will first
establish our conception of engineering design and the theoretical foundations
underlying design education today.
2.1.1

Conceptions of Design

While design has entered the public eye and "design thinking" has become a
popular concept, in the context of engineering education design has a narrower
definition. Described by Dym, Agogino, Eris, Frey, & Leifer (2005), design
thinking "reflects the complex processes of inquiry and learning that designers
perform in a systems context, making decisions as they proceed, often working
collaboratively on teams in a social process". Engineering design thinking has
been explored through many frameworks broadly divided into two paradigms:
design as a rational problem solving process, and design as a process of
reflection-in-action (Dorst and Dijkhuis 1995).
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In Simon's (1996) The Sciences of the Artificial he famously described design
as a rational problem solving process. He argued for a "logic of design" based on
the scientific process and quantitative decision-making. This positivist paradigm
sought to remove much of the "judgment, intuition, experience, and social
interaction" from the design process and instead replace it with an objective
formalized research-based problem solving process (Huppatz 2015).
Conversly, Sch6n's constructivist paradigm of reflection-in-action (Schon
1983) claims that the difficulty of design lies in problem setting, a task that
needs to be accomplished before you can start applying more positivist problem
solving techniques. Moreover, the most interesting problems are often unique
and cannot be solved by an existing method.
Sch6n's

notion

of reflection-in-action is presented

as

an alternative

conception to rational technicality (i.e. the idea that scientific knowledge is the
centre of professional practice). Instead, reflection-in-action is the process a
professional goes through when encountering a surprising result. Listening to
the "back talk" of a situation, professionals experiment, making moves that
result in further reflection-in-action, moving towards a desired result or
aesthetic. Professionals draw from their extensive tacit knowledge during this
process, a catalogue of experiences and knowledge that has accumulated over
years, to be able to make moves that they think will be beneficial. Past
experiences often serve as generative metaphors that are useful while reflectingin-action, thinking of something as something else opens up new possible
solutions.
Sch6n's notion of reflection-in-action is the theoretical framework though
which we will be considering design. As we will consider further, reflection-inaction is an appropriate framework through which to consider design education
as
14

the

same paradigm

of learning

through experience

underlies

both.

Additionally, curricula are often designed to provide the "surprises, pleasing and
promising or unwanted" that encourage students to respond as reflective
practitioners (Schon 1983, 56).
2.1.2 Project-BasedLearning
As we've previously discussed, project-based design classes are the primary
approach to design education. The pedagogy of project-based learning is rooted
in the educational philosophy of John Dewey and the learning theories of
constructivism and later constructionism. Dewey (1938) argued for the role of
experience in education. He puts forward that all learning takes place in the
context of a social and physical environment, building on previous experience.
Constructivism, as originated by Piaget, regards all learning as an ongoing
process of new experience being tested against and integrated into current
understanding (D'Angelo et al. 2009). Constructionism, developed by Papert
(1994; 1980), extends constructivism by emphasizing the importance of the
physical representations of ideas. As defined by Kafai and Resnick (1996),
"constructionism suggests that learners are particularly likely to make new ideas
when they are actively engaged in making some type of external artifact-be it a
robot, a poem, a sand castle, or a computer program-which they can reflect
upon and share with others." Constructionism is essentially a theory of learning-

by-making (Papert and Harel 1991).
Project-based learning as a pedagogy can be thought of as a grounded
application of constructivist and constructionist theories of learning. A projectbased learning curriculum is structured around students developing a personally
"meaningful artifact" (D'Angelo et al. 2009) that "makes their understandings
visible to others" (Krajcik and Blumenfeld 2006).

Project-based

learning

increases student engagement and develops deep understanding by having
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"students engage in real-world activities that are similar to the activities that
adult professionals engage in" (Krajcik and Blumenfeld 2006).
Project-based

learning

in engineering

education

has

the

additional

constraint that students must apply an engineering design process to generate
their artifact (Dym et al. 2005). While work has been done to identify effective
practices in engineering design (Mehalik and Schunn 2006), it is unclear exactly
how much and in what way effective industry practices should inform the
structure of engineering design curricula (G6mez Puente, van Eijck, and
Jochems 2011; Dym et al. 2005).
Some scholars in the learning sciences argue that learning environments
should not be made to resemble professional practice in any way. Kirschner,
Sweller, and Clark (2006) argue that using the procedures and practices of a
discipline to solve authentic problems is not an effective instructional approach.
Solving ill-structured problems in a minimally guided learning environment is
cognitively overwhelming for students. Instead, direct instruction, worked
examples, and process worksheets are proposed as alternate effective learning
practices for novices. Despite these criticisms, project-based learning has been
shown to result in greater student motivation and there is some evidence that it
also increases content knowledge (Krajcik and Blumenfeld 2006).
This debate highlights one of the tensions inherent in design education. A
project-based design class is often simultaneously attempting to teach students
techniques for solving ill-structured problems while requiring students to
demonstrate mastery of technical content in the domain of the problem itself.
Having to move through the design process, a potentially overwhelming
constellation of ill-structured problem solving techniques, while at the same
time often having to learn and apply new scientific concepts, is potentially
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cognitively

overwhelming.

We will

return

to consider

this

challenging

relationship in future chapters.

2.2

Authenticity in Design Education
The learning theory of constructionism, the pedagogy of project-based

learning, and the practice of design education all emphasize the importance of
authentic and meaningful experiences in education. However, project-based
learning for engineering design typically places the interests of industry as
central, rather than the interests of the individual student. Projects are defined
as authentic based on their association with industry. As an example, a literature
review characterizing design-based learning in engineering education separated
"artificial design activities" from "authentic design activities" by defining
artificial activities as being "fully carried out in educational institutions without
any involvement of experts in professional engineering practice" (G6mez
Puente, van Eijck, and Jochems 2011). Similarly, in their seminal paper on
engineering design thinking, teaching, and learning, Dym et al. (2005) describe
capstone courses as having "evolved over the years from 'made up' projects
devised by faculty to industry-sponsored projects where companies provide 'real'
problems, along with expertise and financial support."
While a definition of authentic design requiring industry involvement is
representative of the default explicit, and often-implicit, definition of authentic
design experiences, it is both overly limiting and too broad at the same time. It
is too broad as the involvement of an industry expert does not guarantee that a
project will be authentic or a good learning environment. Many problems
provided by industry to student teams not important problems (Dutson et al.
1997), and often the employees and employers participating in these design
classes may regard them as more of a recruitment opportunity than a way to
bring in effective engineering solutions. This default definition is too limiting in
17

that approaches without direct industry expert involvement may be able to
provide an experience that is just as, if not more, authentic than what is typically
presented to students under this industry-based paradigm. Throughout this
dissertation we will be presenting examples of what (we argue) are authentic
engineering design learning experiences without any industry involvement.
Before returning to illuminate our unique approach to design education, we
first have to more fully develop our understanding of why it is that an industry
connection has become the default requirement for authenticity.
2.2.1 Engineering Education as Situated Learning
Engineering is unique in the North American undergraduate milieu as it is
explicitly training students to directly enter a profession. This professional
identity is strong, and reflected even in the way students refer to themselves. It
would be very strange to hear an undergraduate biology student refer to herself
as a biologist, yet most engineering students will off-handedly refer to
themselves as engineers in conversation. MIT as an institution has such a strong
connection to engineering as a profession that even its athletic teams are
referred to as "the Engineers".
Perhaps there should be no surprise that authentic design projects have by
default become associated with an industry connection. Along with learning the
technical skills associated with engineering, an inherently important aspect of
engineering education appears to be encouraging students to develop an
identity as an engineer and join the community of practice of professional
engineers (Johri and Olds 2011)'. In fact, the strength of this engineering identity

'All Canadian engineering students have the option to attend a ceremony where they are
presented with an iron ring that is worn on the pinky finger of the working hand. This ring
symbolizes student's entry to the profession of engineering and obligations to society. "Iron Ring
Day" is an event that is looked forward to from freshman year and is a more important celebration
for most engineering students than graduation. At my undergraduate institution a clock in the
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is one of the strongest predictors of entry into and persistence through an
engineering program (Matusovich, Streveler, and Miller 2010; Godwin et al.
2016). The development of engineering identity is an area of active research as it
is one of the primary factors attributed to the lower persistence of women and
other underrepresented minorities in engineering programs. Members of those
communities

typically have a more fragile

sense of membership

in the

community of professional engineers (Cech et al. 2011; Matusovich, Streveler,
and Miller 2010; Faulkner 2007; Ohland et al. 2008). Recognizing engineering
education's strong connection to a community of practice is important to
understand how we should consider the definition of authenticity in design. A
definition of authenticity that does not recognize the community of practice of
professional engineering would be incomplete.
Situated learning (Lave and Wenger 1991) is a particularly helpful learning
theory through which to consider engineering as it explicitly recognizes the role
that a community of practice plays in learning. Situated learning is a strong
theoretical current within the learning sciences, but is not commonly referenced
in the design or engineering education literature (Johri and Olds 2011). As we
will see however, while not explicitly referenced, the perspective of situated
learning has arguably been the dominant paradigm through which design
education has been articulated in recent years.
2.2.2 Legitimate PeripheralParticipation
The perspective of situated learning is that all learning can be described as
legitimate peripheralparticipationin a community. The most important element
of legitimate peripheral participation is that of access to the community. This

engineering campus pub counted down the time until the next ceremony. I skipped my
undergraduate graduation ceremony - but never would have dreamt of missing Iron Ring and not
having a public symbol projecting my identity as an engineer.
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access is often formalized (in the case of an apprentice/master relationship), and
provides an opportunity to take on the practices and identity of the community
in question.
Considering traditional schooling from the perspective of situated learning,
school is criticized as only providing access to "the community of schooled
adults". Examining high school physics, Lave and Wenger (1991, 101) argue that
"there are vast differences between the ways high school physics students
participate in and give meaning to their activity and the way professional
physicists do." While children participate in the "community of schooled adults"
when taking high school physics the ability to legitimately participate in the
physicists' community "starts much later, possibly only in graduate school".
Applying

the

previous

argument

in

parallel,

the

division

between

engineering activities in college and the outside professional world is a common
topic of discussion in engineering education

circles. Recent

changes

in

undergraduate engineering curricula have been focused towards providing
students

with

more and

earlier

opportunities

for legitimate

peripheral

participation in professional engineering activities.
Many of these approaches simply send students to be a part of professional
communities for a period of time. Internships and co-operative education
programs

give students

an

opportunity

to spend

time

working

within

engineering firms; an extreme case is that of the University of Waterloo where
students alternate semesters between industry and university throughout their
entire degree.
Other approaches bring industry into the academic environment. Dym et al.
(2005) point out that, "the capstone course has evolved over the years from
'made up' projects devised by faculty to industry-sponsored projects where
companies provide 'real' problems, along with expertise and financial support."
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While Dym et al. explicitly recognize an industry connection as the requirement
to make a problem "real"; many others simply follow this definition implicitly. In
either case, industry involvement

is commonly used as the metric of

authenticity in engineering design education.
These examples all recognize the value of including students in the
professional community of engineers, or giving them access to the community
in some way. Engineering educators take a situated view of design education,
commonly referring to "real" or "authentic" design problems as those that
provide students with a connection to the professional community. Therefore it
seems that the current implicit definition of authenticity in design projects is a
project that provides legitimate peripheral participation in the community of
professional engineers.
The following sections will consider alternative approaches to participation
in the professional community of engineering. First, we will consider other
possible conceptions of authentic design projects. Strobel et al. (2013) reviewed
the literature on design-based learning and classified projects that identified
themselves as authentic into four basic categories: context authenticity, task
authenticity, personal/valueauthenticity, and impact authenticity.
The first two categories (context- and task-authenticity) capture the ideas
associated with different kinds of industry involvement. An authentic-task
comes from an industry partner and an authentic context mirrors the real-world
work environment and self-directed nature of the professional design process.
Unsurprisingly given their connection to industry, task and context-authenticity
are the two most commonly discussed paradigms in design education and likely
the association that first come to mind when considering authentic design
problems.
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The remaining two categories are less frequently encountered yet still
present in the current literature. Personal/value-authentic experiences provide
students with opportunities to pursue projects that are individually relevant by
being related to an individual students interests and values. This definition of
authenticity does not have

an obvious connection to the

profession of

engineering (beyond perhaps being the motivation behind an entrepreneurial
start-up), and can likely be considered in the context of motivation. The maker
movement provides a glimpse into one possible approach to authentic design
education that emphasizes the personal values and interests of the learner
rather than a connection to industry. Students are provided with the tools and
space to work on projects that are personally relevant. Bringing "making" into
the college environment may increase design self-efficacy (Hilton, TomokoGriffin, et al. 2018; Martin 2015; Hilton, Smith, et al. 2018). However, a common
criticism of maker-based approaches to education is that students can get stuck
repeating unsophisticated projects (like making key chains) that are simple yet
receive high praise (Blikstein 2013).
Impact-authentic experiences allow students to see the impact of their
project outside of the classroom environment. Impact is of particular interest as
a definition of authentic design as it is very rarely discussed in the literature
studied by Strobel et al., yet impact is seemingly at the center of engineering's
identity; engineering is ultimately focused on changing the external world
through the application of science.
The difference between the level of attention that impact has received and
the centrality of impact to the profession of engineering is an interesting
contrast that we will explore further. While the characterizations of authenticity
identified by Strobel et al. are not mutually exclusive to each other, we will
remain generally focused on impact-authentic experiences as we move forward.
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However, every authentic design experience is likely to contain elements from
each of the four categories of authentic design identified by Strobel et al.

2.3

An Expanded Definition of Authenticity
Authentic design education is any design project that extends beyond the
classroom environment while encouraging the development of a student's
self-identity as an engineer.
The above-proposed definition of authentic design education requires that

the activity must reach beyond the classroom and that the activity must
encourage development of an engineering identity. This definition accomplishes
two important things: it decouples authenticity from industry, while at the same
time recognizing the inherent importance of engineering not just as a technical
skillset but as a professional community and identity.
Requiring

projects

to

extend

beyond

the

classroom

preserves

the

membership of the current set of authentic projects; receiving a project from
industry or working with a mentor from industry clearly extends beyond the
classroom. However it also allows us to consider other potential authentic
curricular designs. Chapter 5 considers a capstone design class where teams of
approximately 20 students function as a small product design firm and develop
a new product from scratch, presenting an alpha prototype at the end of the
semester. While only academic staff mentor many of the teams, multiple
successful companies have spun out from the developed products. Chapters 3
and 4 consider a class during which students design and build solutions to
problems encountered during wilderness travel. Students then embark on
multi-day wilderness expeditions, during which they have to use and rely on
their products.
While
experiences

we are

examining two

specific examples

of authentic

design

that fall under our new definition, there is clearly a larger
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constellation of design activities that should be considered as authentic even
though they lack an explicit connection to industry.
It is important to note that this is a definition of authentic design education,
not a definition of good or effective design education. A more expansive
definition of authentic design provides the opportunity for a more nuanced
discussion of what effective authentic design education looks like. The
remaining chapters of this dissertation are dedicated to beginning that
discussion.
The following two chapters consider projects developed for a design class
entitled Design for the Wilderness. While participating in this class, students
design and build products that are relied on while travelling on a wilderness
expedition. This curriculum was imagined in direct opposition to the typical
experience of many design classes, where after the final presentation, students'
projects (which may or may not even work) are discarded. At the end of the
design for the wilderness experience students take part in a wilderness
expedition and rely on their projects over multiple days, directly experiencing
the consequences of their design decisions.
Chapter 5 considers a different authentic design education context, a more
traditional capstone mechanical engineering class. In this class, 2.009 Product
Engineering Process, students emulate a team at a product development firm
and identify a product opportunity before developing an alpha prototype.
Occasionally development on these student projects persists beyond the end of
the class, sometimes even spinning out into successful companies. Examining
eight years of historical timesheet data we consider what can be learned from
the differences between teams that persist and teams that do not.
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Chapter 3
An Impactful Project
As explored in the previous chapter, the profession of engineering can be
regarded as primarily concerned with implementing technology with an impact
on the environment and/or society. A fundamental characteristic of engineering
design projects is that they have impact after they are designed and built. In
fact, the impacts (both expected and unexpected) are the important outcomes of
any design project. The engineering design classroom environment is often
heavily focused on the design and building stages of a project, completely
neglecting what happens after the artifact is constructed. This chapter explores
what happens when the impactful use of the artifact is a primary focus of the
learning environment.
This chapter considers an impactful design project where students were
forced to rely on and use the artifact that they generated outside of the
classroom environment. Students were tasked with designing and building a
single burner alcohol fuel stove that they then used on a multiple day wilderness
expedition to prepare all of their meals. The curriculum was developed with the
intention of allowing students to participate in a project with real world impact
that would provide legitimate peripheral participation as engineers.
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Between

2014

and

2017

students

participating

in

the

MIT-SUTD

Collaboration's Global Leadership Program were enrolled in a Design for the
Wilderness class. A total of 133 students participated across the 4 years of the
program. The curriculum was evaluated and successively refined after each year.
Along with refining the curriculum, we took advantage of the opportunity to
engage in a series of quasi-experiments to explore hypotheses regarding the
relationship between student learning outcomes and the course structure.
As our conceptual framework is one of situated learning, we are primarily
interested in understating whether impact outside of the classroom is a
sufficient condition for students' authentic participation in the engineering
design process? In other words, can an impact-authentic design project without
an explicit industry connection help students identify as members of the
community of professionalengineers?
The premise underlying the design for the wilderness experience is that
impactful experiences represent the true work of engineering and are better able
to welcome students into the profession. Engineering is organized around
changing the external environment, and directly relying on artifacts that are
constructed for survival needs may help students feel that they are a part of the
community of engineering.
The secondary research questions in this chapter, explored through quasiexperiments, consider the impact of various forms of scaffolding on the success
of students and how the user of a product can change the learning outcomes. In
early years of the class students each made a stove for themselves whereas in
later years we began to experiment with students building stoves for their peers
and working in groups. As we will return to later in this chapter, it was not
necessarily designing and building a project for themselves or others that best
helped students understand the profession of engineering. Rather, authentically
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using someone else's design (and struggling to use it successfully) seemed to
provide the greatest benefit to students understanding of the challenge of good
design and the relationship between designer and user.

3.1

Design for the Wilderness Curriculum
The stove design project examined in this chapter was one element of the

design for the wilderness class. Before continuing our analysis, it is first
necessary to take a step back and explain the overall justification for and
structure of the class. Design education is well suited to integration with
wilderness education as the same paradigm of learning through experience
underlies both. One of the reasons the wilderness environment was explored is
that it can provide the "surprises, pleasing and promising or unwanted" that
encourages students to respond as reflective practitioners (Schon 1983, 56).
3.1.1

Why Wilderness Education

While the wilderness environment is an intuitively compelling place to
consider design, a comparison of the literature regarding engineering education
and outdoor education provides a compelling case for teaching design education
in a wilderness environment. A curriculum combining elements of design-based
learning and wilderness education provides students with the opportunity to
develop

design thinking and

engineering science competencies alongside

leadership skills.
From our situated perspective we are hoping to aid students in their
transition towards the culture of professional engineers. Wilderness education
programs create a supportive small-group environment in which students learn
through the experience of challenge and adventure, relying on "the lessons
available from the direct experience

of nature

and extended wilderness

expeditioning" (Gookin 2006). Outdoor orientation programs seem to be more
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effective

at helping students

traditional

orientation

transition to

programs

(Bell

new academic

cultures than

et al. 2014). These programs

are

traditionally extremely effective when considering measures such as future GPA
or

program

persistence,

partially

due

to the

small

highly

supportive

communities and sense of place that are formed through the shared experience
of a wilderness expedition (Bell et al. 2014; Austin et al. 2009; Wolfe and Kay
2011). In the same way that outdoor orientation programs help support
belonging in the general academic environment for first-year students, an
appropriately designed wilderness experience may be able to support belonging
in the engineering community.
Wilderness experiences are also an interesting candidate for engineering
education as recent work in grounded cognition has strengthened the link
between physical experience and science learning (Kontra et al. 2015; Barsalou
2008). Some recent work has also demonstrated that extended wilderness travel
increases ill-structured problem solving ability (R. H. Collins, Sibthorp, and
Gookin 2016), a key competency for engineering students practicing design-

thinking (Dym et al. 2005).
Considering more specific learning outcomes associated with engineering
education, there has recently been a strong push towards integrating leadership
and communication

skills alongside design thinking. Today,

students in

accredited engineering programs "learn to function on multidisciplinary teams",
"communicate effectively", and "understand the impact of engineering solutions
in a global, economic, environmental and social context" (Prados, Peterson, and
Lattuca 2005; ABET 2013). Wilderness education pedagogy supports these
learning objectives, as participants in wilderness education experiences typically
express

long-term

increased

competency

in

leadership,

teamwork,

self-

confidence, and communication (Sibthorp et al. 2008; Hattie et al. 1997; Gass,
Garvey, and Sugerman 2003).
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After the first year of the Design for the Wilderness class, initial exploratory
research identified eight major themes that students associated with changes in
their design thinking: being flexible, the importance of high fidelity testing, the
value of simplicity, the importance of trying, survival as motivation, having
empathy for others, trusting the process, and identifying team strengths
(Saulnier, Bagiati, et al. 2015). These early findings helped to guide development
of the design for the wilderness curriculum as many of the practices that
students felt were emphasized by the design-based wilderness education
curriculum aligned with recognized effective practices found in the design
literature.
One of the more direct comparisons is that the wilderness environment
motivated

students

to

appreciate

simplicity

through

two

mechanisms,

constrained resources and the motivation of survival. Simple things were
regarded as being more likely to work, and simple designs with limited supplies
often resulted in surprisingly elegant and effective designs (Saulnier, Bagiati, et
al. 2015). A student who learns to appreciate simplicity may be more successful
in future classwork. When investigating the role of design complexity in
classroom outcomes, Yang (2005) found that "prototypes with fewer parts
correlate with better design outcomes, as do prototypes that have fewer parts
added to them over the course of development."
The wilderness environment also required students to consider the notion of
having constrained resources. In a comparison of the use of design language by
freshmen, seniors, and experts, Atman, Kilgore, and McKenna (2008) found
that "identifying constraints grew in importance from the first year of an
engineering education to the last, and most experts shared a perspective that
this activity is important".
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We found that students also emphasized the importance of high fidelity
testing. This could indicate that students were open to failure and learning at
late stages of the design process. A study by Adams, Turns, and Atman (2003)
found that seniors with higher quality projects were more open to re-defining
the problem throughout the entire design process, and open to the idea of
failure.
For some students, the curriculum encouraged flexibility, creativity and
innovation. While there is on-going research considering how to define,
measure, and teach creativity as part of design thinking, there is a clear
consensus that creativity plays an important role in the design process (Dorst

and Cross 2001; Dym et al. 2005; Howard, Culley, and Dekoninck 2008).
3.1.2

The Curriculum

The design for the wilderness curriculum was developed around the central
premise of students working on campus to design and build artifacts that they
would then use while on an expedition. Students would be relying on what they
had created to meet survival needs - the projects would have real and personal
impact outside of the classroom. While on the expedition students would also
have the opportunity to participate in other design projects in the wilderness
environment to meet needs that they encountered throughout their journey.
While designing for and living in a wilderness environment, students were
encouraged to interpret the world around them through a scientific lens,
explaining natural phenomena by applying an understanding of basic scientific
principles. Students were encouraged to ask why something was happening
rather than just accepting the world as it is. As an example, rather than simply
relying on the adage of 'cotton kills' when discussing expedition clothing,
students examined clothing layering as a heat transfer problem, taking into
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account the unique properties of various materials to understand the scientific
principles leading to the saying.
While preparing to embark on multi-day wilderness expeditions students
designed and built single-burner alcohol stoves that were then used while on
expedition. The first two years, in preparation for storing their food, students
practiced building hauling systems that would function as "bear hangs". From
2015 to 2017 students had an additional design task; designing and building
thermal and solar desalination projects while camping on an island off the
Maine coast.
Our ongoing evaluation of the design-based wilderness education class has
found self-reported increases in self and group-leadership ability (Saulnier, Ahn,
et al. 2015) and explored changes in students design-thinking after participating
(Saulnier, Bagiati, et al. 2015; Saulnier, Bagiati, and Brisson 2016).
The curriculum was originally developed with a distinction between projects
that took place in a wilderness environment and projects that were built on
campusfor the wilderness environment. Over time it became clear that this was
not the most important distinction between projects. Instead, this and the
following chapter will consider impactful and in-situ projects respectively.
The remainder of this chapter will consider a prototypical impactful project,
the stove design project, across the four years of the design for the wilderness
class. Impactful projects require that students rely on what they have built and
experience the consequences of their design decisions.
The following chapter considers in-situ design projects; these projects take
place in an authentic environment but lack an element of authentic impact or
use. Alongside other projects, we will consider a desalination project where
students designed and built thermal desalination projects off the Maine coast.
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3.2

Methods
This chapter considers a specific design project (a single-burner alcohol

stove) as it was taught and refined over time. Examining a single design project
as a representation of impactful design is grounded in the methodology of case
study research.
"definitional

As a research method, case study can be considered a

morass"

(Gerring

2004,

342)

of competing

epistemologies,

discipline-based perspectives, and naive public understanding. At its core case
study puts forth the idea that "by studying the uniqueness of the particular, we
come to understand the universal" (Simons 1996). This universal understanding
is not a claim of statically generalizability, as statistical generalization is "only
one of the many ways by which people gain and accumulate knowledge."
(Flyvbjerg 2016, 227) Instead, case study provides the opportunity to explore
under-investigated
phenomenon

areas

(the 'case')

(Merrian

1988)

by

in its real-world

investigating

"contemporary

context, especially when

the

boundaries between phenomenon and context may not be clearly evident" (Yin

2014, 2).
By considering the development of the curriculum across years it is possible
to investigate how changes to the structure of the program affected student
outcomes. In the learning sciences this contextualized iterative instructional
approach to research is referred to as design-based research.2
Design-based research investigates learning in context through the iterative
implementation and analysis of instructional strategies and tools (The Design-

2 A somewhat confusing name in the context of this dissertation; the name of design-based

research simply indicates an iterative process used for educational research in general, not a
research method specifically tied to researching design education. There is a historical connection
between engineering design and design-based research as early articles on design-based research
"framed [the] work as heading toward a design science of education" based on Simon's (1969)
description of design sciences in The Sciences of the Artificial (A. Collins, Joseph, and Bielaczyc
2009).
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Based Researcher Collective 2003). The notion of design research being done in
context is central to the methodology, as practitioners of design-based research
believe that learning cannot be separated from the environment in which it
takes place. In practice, a key activity of design based research is "progressive
refinement" (A. Collins, Joseph, and Bielaczyc 2009), that is implementing an
activity and successively revising the activity based on the results from
implementation (Barab and Squire 2009). A key aim of design-based research is
to "directly impact practice while advancing theory that will be of use to others"
(Barab and Squire 2009).
Alongside considering the evolution of the program between-years, withinyear

analysis

provides

further

insight.

Multiple

quasi-experiments

were

performed between different sections of the class in the same year that will help
provide

insight

into how

specific

curricular

changes influence

learning

outcomes. Together what we learn from comparisons across-years and betweenyears will illuminate the value of impactful design projects, and important
considerations associated with this curricular approach.
3.2.1

Limitations

As raised by Maxwell (2010), two primary threats to validity of qualitative
research are researcher bias and reactivity. These two threats are abundantly
present when considering Design for the Wilderness as the author developed
the curriculum, was the lead instructor for the class, and was the primary
investigator for the associated research questions.
Keeping researcher bias in mind, the following analysis triangulates data
from multiple sources as much as possible using measurable characteristics of
student projects and project outcomes. The results have been discussed with
collaborators throughout the length of the project.
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As a methodology, design-based research relies on reactivity. Implementing
a curriculum requires negotiation between the curriculum as developed and
what is practical to implement in the moment. We will discuss times where
more or less active intervention became necessary to accomplish learning
objectives of the program, and how that informed the ongoing research project.
It is also important to explicitly point out that the population participating
in this class may not be representative of other academic populations. The
students participating have been selected from the undergraduate population of
SUTD

for

excellence

in

academics and

leadership

potential.

The

MIT

undergraduates come from a very exclusive private university.
3.2.2 Study Participants
From 2014 to 2017 all of the participants of GLP were invited to participate
in a research study investigating the role that an impact-authentic design
experience could play in design education. Across all four years of the program
117 students (88%) enrolled in the study. Of the enrolled students, 69 (59%)
identified as male and the remaining 48 identified as female. Ninety-six (82%)
of the students were from SUTD, and the remaining 21 were from MIT. These
percentages are reflective of the program composition as a whole as summarized
in Table 1.
The SUTD students were all sophomores that had completed an intensive
project-based introduction to design class while at SUTD. Singaporean men are
required to complete two years of national service before starting university;
therefore, most of the men had gone through a jungle-warfare training program
and had experience with wilderness environments. Many of the SUTD students
(both male and female) had also completed an outdoor education course with
Outward Bound Singapore. The MIT students were mainly rising-sophomores
and had a variety of design experience ranging from none to having taken an
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intensive introduction to design class. Most of the MIT students were unfamiliar
with the wilderness environment. All student names used in this dissertation are
pseudonyms.

Table 1 Study Participants
Year

Students

2014

36

2015

2016

2017

34

45

18

# In Study

Trip

(# MIT)

Length

36
(6 MIT)

3 days

31
(2 MIT)

34
(7 MIT)

16

(6 MIT)

3 days

4 days

4 days

Project Implementation Details
Students constructed stoves individually
for themselves to use.
Students constructed stoves individually
for themselves to use. Students were split
into two classroom sections for increased
instructional contact. Half the students
were coached to sketch 5 ideas before
starting to build.
Students constructed stoves individually.
A second instructor was hired to increase
instructional contact during the two
classroom sections. Half the students
made stoves for themselves. Half of the
students were assigned to make a stove
for a classmate to use.
Students constructed stoves in small
groups. The stoves were then handed in
with an instruction manual and used by a

different group for the first day of the

expedition and then returned to the
group who constructed the stove to use
for the remainder of the trip.

T otal:

133

117
(21 MIT)
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While almost all of the students were unfamiliar with the North American
wilderness environment, this particular mix of students resulted in a cohort that
was likely more excited to go camping than a typical class would be. The male
Singaporean students felt that the camping was luxurious as their military
experiences had prepared them to sleep on the ground in holes they had dug in
the jungle floor. The female Singaporean students often mentioned that they
enjoyed the experience as they got to hear army stories and gain insight into
part of the male Singaporean experience that was typically hidden from them. It
was often the North American students that had the greatest reservations
regarding going camping.
3.2.3 Program Structure
Across the four years of the program the class and expedition were
structured in slightly different ways. The first year of the program the expedition
was a three-day backpacking trip. The second year the trips were three-day seakayaking trips. The third and fourth years the trips were four-day sea-kayaking
expeditions. The increasing program length was a result of increased confidence
in the program, outside logistical assistance that made longer trips easier to
organize, and an understanding

that longer wilderness

experiences are

associated with greater educational outcomes (Sibthorp et al. 2008).
The increased expedition length also allowed for increased academic
programming. Students were required to use their stoves for more meals,
increasing the impact. Students were also able to spend time refining and
building new stoves, as we were able to bring tools and materials on the
expeditions. As we will return to, having a greater ability to iterate and redesign
their stoves while on a longer expedition affected the learning outcomes
reported after the class, and was an important feature of the experience.
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During each year of the program students were split into smaller sections for
classroom sessions and the wilderness trips. Typically between eight and twelve
students would be present on a single wilderness expedition to keep the group
size manageable and increase instructional contact time.
Before participating on the wilderness expedition students would have two
design/build sessions that were each three hours long. The first hour of
instructional time would be spent explaining the concepts associated with
designing a stove and outlining the project, the remaining time was dedicated
for the students to design, build, and test as many prototypes as desired.
Students were provided with as many generic aluminum cans as they wanted,
along with the option to request unique sized / shaped cans.
3.2.4 The Stove Project
Before moving on to consider what was learned from this impactful project,
it is necessary to ensure that we have a clear understanding of the concepts
associated with the stove project itself. As we will later consider, one of the
major challenges associated with building stoves is that the students often had
misconceptions or incorrect mental models of the combustion process and it
will therefore be important to understand the concepts behind possible design
pathways.
Students were tasked with designing and building a stove constructed out of
aluminum cans using denatured alcohol as fuel. These stoves are commonly
used by long distance and ultralight hikers as they are simple, cheap, and
lightweight compared to more traditional commercial backpacking stoves, yet
still very effective. For people who don't want to make their own, some
commercially available stoves are starting to be based on these designs, often
made out of lighter materials like titanium.
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A wide variety of potential designs can be found with a quick internet
search. Some common models include "penny stoves" and "Fancy Feast" stoves
(based on the brand of cat food can commonly used). These stoves can range in
complexity from what is essentially a burning puddle of fuel to stoves with
multiple enclosed chambers meant to increase the pressure.
To assist in analysis and also to help provide a conceptual overview of
possible designs we can categorize alcohol stoves into five categories of roughly
increasing conceptual and physical complexity. Category 1 and 2 stoves are
essentially an open flame. Category 3, 4, and 5 stoves each use enclosed
chambers in some way to take advantage of the high vapor pressure of
denatured alcohol to create pressurized jets of fuel. Each category will be
explained in turn.
Category 1 stoves are open flames and as conceptually simple as pouring
some fuel into a container and lighting it on fire. In practice students pouring
fuel into the bottom of an aluminum can and lighting it on fire could
accomplish this. These open containers are often used as components of more
complex stoves, such as the priming tray in Figure Ic. If a more complex design
was not successful, students would often fall back on this approach.
Category 2 stoves attempt to increase the efficiency of an open flame
through convection. A common example of a combustion process taking
advantage of convection is an oil lamp with a glass shroud that helps create a
chimney effect. While these stoves are rarely seen, a few students across the
years attempted to take advantage of convection when building a stove.
Category 3, 4, and 5 stoves all operate with pressurized jets of fuel
combusting. Denatured alcohol makes for an excellent fuel for this use as it has
a high vapor pressure at a low temperature. At approximately 60 degrees Celsius
the vapor pressure is 1 atmosphere. This is important, as if we are able to warm
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an enclosed container of denatured alcohol above 60 degrees, gas vapor will
start forcing itself out of any holes in the container. We can take advantage of
this property to create pressurized jets of fuel. Figure 1 provides examples of a
common Category 3 stove and a common Category 4 stove.
Category 3 stoves can be referred to as two-stage stoves, and contain only
one fuel reservoir. During the priming stage the fuel reservoir is open to the
environment and allowed to burn freely as an open flame; the priming stage is
illustrated in Figure la. Once the fuel has sufficiently warmed itself, the large
central opening can be covered (often directly by a pot) and the now enclosed
container will force pressurized jets of fuel out of the smaller holes along the
sides of the container. Now in cooking mode, the stove is able to continue
burning and will (typically) stay primed until it runs out of fuel.
As we will return to consider, a very common failure mode of these stoves is
not allowing them to prime long enough before attempting to transition to
cooking mode. If the fuel has not been sufficiently warmed, there will not be
enough vapor pressure to force jest of fuel vapor out of the container. Related to
this, the transition between priming mode and cooking mode is similarly a
common failure mode. The flame front needs to be able to move from the large
central opening to the smaller jets of fuel. This can fairly easily be accomplished
by slowly covering the large central opening, an alternate strategy would be
providing another external ignition source after covering the large central
opening and extinguishing the flame; if the stove is sufficiently primed fuel
vapor will be forcing itself out of the small peripheral holes and mixing with the
air around the stove.
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a) Category 3 (two-stage) stove priming
with an open flame. If the large central
hole is not covered (as in b) this would
be considered a category i stove.

b) Category 3 (two-stage) stove while in
cooking mode. The large central hole is
covered during operation to create a
pressurized chamber that forces jets of
fuel out of the smaller holes.

c) Priming tray for a category 4
(externally primed) stove. A small
amount of fuel is poured in and burned
as an open flame to heat the stove sitting
in the tray.

d) Category 4 (externally primed stove)
sitting in a priming tray. A common
model is a "penny stove" where fuel is
added through a small hole that is
covered by a penny when in use.

Figure 1 Examples of common single-burner alcohol stoves
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Category 4 stoves are externally primed stoves. These stoves are always fully
enclosed; they often have a small central hole for filling the stove with fuel that
is covered before the stove is used. A common covering is a one-cent piece;
hence this style of stove is often referred to as a "penny stove". Since the stove is
always enclosed, the fuel needs to be externally primed by a secondary heat
source. This is most commonly accomplished by having the stove sitting in a
tray with a small amount of fuel that is ignited to externally prime the stove.
Once the stove is warmed sufficiently fuel vapor will force itself from the
enclosed container and the stove will operate until it has run out of fuel.
Category 5 stoves have additional internal structure (typically a strip of
aluminum) that creates a smaller pressurized chamber around the outside of the
can. These stoves can use external priming, or have an open flame in the center
that is used for priming. The benefit of the additional internal structure is
debatable as the vapor pressure of the enclosed fuel only depends on the
temperature, not on the surface area or volume of the pressurized chamber. It is
possible that a significant enough difference in temperature exists between the
fuel along the outside of the can and the fuel in the center of the container for a
difference in performance. These stoves are the most difficult to construct due
to the additional internal structure.
Table 2 provides a summary of the five categories of stove identified for
analysis. Category 1 and 2 stoves are essentially an open flame. Category 3, 4,
and 5 stoves each use enclosed chambers in some way to take advantage of the
high vapor pressure of denatured alcohol to create pressurized jets of fuel. These
stoves are more conceptually complex than Category 1 and 2 stoves and require
more precise assembly.
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Table 2 Categories of stoves and their descriptions
Stove Category

Diagram

Stoves that are open flames. These stoves
consist of an open cup which fuel is poured

Category 1
(open flame)

Category 2
(convection)

Description

into before being lit.

Stoves that rely on convection to assist in
combustion. Fuel sits in an open cup with
holes cut to allow for airflow. An example
of convection-assisted combustion is an oil
lamp where the glass enclosure creates a
chimney effect.

4

Category 3
(two-stage)

The fuel is initially allowed to burn as an
open flame until the stove heats up
sufficiently. While in use the open flame is
covered, either by placing the pot over the
large hole or some other method, to force
the fuel to jet out from ancillary holes from
the now enclosed chamber. See Figures ia
and ib.

Category 4
(externally primed)

Typically the stove will sit in a priming tray
with a small amount of fuel that is burned
to heat up the fuel in the enclosed stove
sufficiently for the vapor pressure to start
forcing pressurized jets of fuel from the
chamber. See Figures ic and id.

Category5.
(double wall)
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(u wloften

These stoves have additional internal
structure that creates a smaller pressurized
chamber around the outside of the can,
with an open flame in the center used
for priming.

3.3

Examining Stoves as an Impactful Project
The stove design project is an excellent prototypical example of an impactful

project. Students relied on their stove for warm meals while on a wilderness
expedition. For many students this reliance was expressed as a threat to their
survival; in reality, if a stove did not work, a few missing calories and a cold meal
would threaten students' comfort - not their survival. In either case, there was
some motivation associated with the real impact and potential consequences of
the use of the project outside of the classroom.
Over time our understanding of this curricular approach evolved. In the
early years of the program much of the effort was devoted toward understanding
how to teach the concepts necessary for students to successfully build a working
stove. While the understanding of combustion necessary to build a pressurized
alcohol stove out of an aluminum can is fairly basic, students come into this
experience with a surprising number of conceptual misunderstandings that had
the potential to persist through their prototyping experience. A portion of this
chapter will be dedicated to examining methods for having students approach
new concepts through design.
During the later years of the program we were more concerned with
determining and varying the learning outcomes associated with this curricular
approach. From this experimentation we found that the act of using a product
presented one of the more impactful opportunities for learning, resulting in a
proposed curricular concept of Design for Use that allows students to better
understand the role of the user in Human Centered Design. Integrating
authentic use into engineering design education can help students better
understand

the relationship between a designer and their user. This is

increasingly important as human centered design takes a central place in design,
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and students are increasingly encouraged to work with and consider users at all
stages in the design process.
This finding only emerged in the final two years of the program when
students were given the opportunity to use a stove made by someone else, and
experienced difficulty understanding the design intentions of their peers. The
difficulty found using something that they should have understood helped
students understand the difference between designing something for themselves
and designing something for someone else.
Having provided an overview of the broad experience from the four years of
the curriculum, we will now continue with a more in-depth analysis of the
results. The remainder of this chapter is organized around the major desired
learning outcomes and pedagogical decisions associated with those learning
outcomes. Within and across years the curriculum was varied to explore these
goals, and what emerged was a more nuanced understanding of how an
impactful-design-based curriculum could be modified to better accomplish
certain learning objectives.

3.4

Providing an Authentic Learning Experience
Just as this dissertation is organized around authenticity, the design for the

wilderness class was initially proposed as an opportunity for an authentic
learning experience for students. Initially the focus was not on the term
authentic, instead early curriculum documents expressed that the experience
would be "applied and not contrived".
This focus on avoiding contrived learning situations emerges from an
understanding that many of the problems presented to students along their
educational journey feel contrived. Developing a class around a wilderness
expedition presented a unique opportunity to ensure that activities the students
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took part in were personally relevant. Of course, this is all based on an initial
predicate that travelling on a wilderness expedition is not inherently a contrived
activity. Focusing on impact was meant to counteract this concern; even if going
camping might not be an everyday activity for students, once on a trip eating is
an important problem that really does need to be solved.
As this curriculum was a new experience for the course staff and students,
the first year of the program there was uncertainty on how much success we
could expect the students to have with their stoves. As a precaution the first year
of the program a backup commercial backpacking stove was brought. Students
universally were able to successfully use their stoves; the existence of the backup
stove was never revealed to students. After the success of the first year of the
program no backup stoves were brought on the trips for the remaining three
years.
Many students did not believe that they would be successful with their
stoves, or a that they would have to use their stoves for the full four days of the
wilderness expedition. This was despite being explicitly told so at the beginning
of the course. One student the first year of the program was surprised the stoves
actually worked stating, "It seemed like we were making the stoves for fun and
that we would actually be using like factory-made stoves like in the hiking trip."
The third year of the program, one student was having difficulty getting her
stove to work while on campus but did not expect this to be as much of a
problem in the wilderness as it ended up being,
"I thought there would be a backup stove! I was like, "No way they're
gonna let us just die or make us eat raw rice and vegetables." Like, "Nuuh." But ifour stove hadn't worked or ifwe hadn't asked other people, we
totally would've been. So nature and [the Instructor] are ruthless! No
mercy!"
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Many other students expected that backup stoves would be available, or that
after using the stoves for one meal they would be provided with commercial
backpacking stoves for the remainder of the trip. The belief that the challenge as
presented was not authentic was surprisingly robust across years and between
trips. While the previously quoted student was on the first expedition to take
place that year, it was the third year of the program. Even more surprisingly,
students on the second trip that summer (two weeks after the first trip
returned) expressed similar doubts that they would actually need to use their
stove, thinking that their classmates were now helping to maintain the
suspected deception.
This finding illustrates the difficulty inherent in developing an authentic
design experience that students experience as intended. Students are used to
education containing a deep element of dishonesty. In Mindstorms, Papert
(1980, 50) discusses this dishonesty in the content of math education:
I have asked many teachers and parents what they thought
mathematics to be and why it was important to learn it. Few held a view
of mathematics that was sufficiently coherent to justify devoting several
thousand hours of a child's life to learning it, and children sense this.

[ ... I The children can see perfectly well that the teacher does not like
math any more than they do and that the reason for doing it is simply
that it has been inscribed into the curriculum. All of this erodes
children's confidence in the adult world and the process of education.
And I think it introduces a deep element of dishonesty into the
educational relationship. Children perceive the school's rhetoric about

mathematics as double talk.
Just as students experience this dishonesty in grade school, it follows them
into college. As we have discussed, many design projects in engineering classes
are simply exercises for the students and do not impact the outside world. It is
very easy for students to regard the most well intentioned authentic design
prompt as simply another attempt to engage them in a dishonest premise.
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While this reaction to the educational system is difficult to counter, it
emphasizes the importance of explicitly scaffolding the authenticity of the
curriculum.

3.5

Rapid Prototyping and Iteration
An important feature of the stove design project is that prototypes can be

rapidly constructed and tested with easily available materials. A first time
builder, with some coaching, can easily build and test a stove successfully in
under an hour. With practice, a new stove can be constructed in a matter of
minutes. This seemed ideal for a project that was meant to encourage students
to practice rapid prototyping and iterative design.
One of the challenges associated with the stove design project was that
students often struggled with understanding the basic concepts associated with
combustion that were necessary to build a successful pressurized alcohol stove.
For this reason we thought that rapid prototyping would be useful from two
perspectives: that of identifying errors in understanding of scientific concepts
around combustion, and also identifying issues with the design of the stove from
a usability perspective.
We will return to more fully consider the impact of encountering new
concepts during a design project in the following section. This section explores
the role of rapid prototyping and iteration in a design project. We will consider
our findings that:
-

having

students

explore

the

solution

space

without

enough

conceptual understanding may lock them into their misconceptions
and/or initial design;
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*

students may not regard themselves as prototyping or engaging in an
iterative process without a differentiation in materials or effort
required between a prototype and final product.

In the following sections considering encountering new concepts and the user
we will also consider how:
*

building things can expose the difference between theory and
practice, but only sometimes expose conceptual misunderstandings;

-

a rapid prototyping experience should include user testing and the
opportunity to iterate after high fidelity testing has occurred.

3.5.1

The Trouble with Set-Based Design

The first quasi-experimental condition investigated, implemented in 2015,
was to explore how being coached to engage in two different design processes
affected student understanding of the design project and their final success. Half
of the students were coached to use a traditional iterative approach to
engineering design while half of the students were coached to engage in a setbased design approach.
Set-based design, first described by Gosh and Seering (2014) is an approach
that encourages developing a set of alternate design possibilities that meet a
design briefing before settling on a single pathway to pursue. The set-based
design approach deployed in the curriculum was based on work by Neeley Jr. et
al. (2013) that demonstrated that delaying design decisions and exploring
multiple solution spaces led to more successful final designs in a student design
task. In a tower building task when students were asked to build either one or
five initial prototypes (in the same amount of time) those who built five showed
a statistically significant improvement in their design success between initial
and final iterations.
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To see if encouraging a set based design process would result in similar
benefit to our students, one section of the 2015 class (half of the students) was
encouraged to consider and sketch out 5 alternative designs before starting to
prototype. The intention was for students to more fully consider the solution
space and possible alternate design decisions before starting to build. During
the first year of the program, 2014, students would very rarely pause and take
time to sketch anything out before starting to build initial prototypes after
having the project prompt presented. Encouraged by the existing literature, it
was our hope that having students more fully consider the solution space and
possible alternate design decisions would lead to greater success. Students were
specifically coached to identify important characteristics or affordances of the
stove that should be investigated or varied.
To investigate the effects of this intervention between the two groups we will
be comparing: the number of prototypes constructed, the category of those
prototypes, the final prototype category, and the evolution of the prototypes
over the two classroom sessions.
The two sections of students were provided with an identical problem
prompt and brief introductory lecture on combustion properties useful for this
design activity. Both sections of students had two sessions to work on the stove
that each lasted three hours. At the end of each class students were asked to
send in photographs of each stove prototype they tested along with a reflection
on their design decisions, what their prototypes were testing, and what they
learned from the test and resulting changes they would make to the design. Of
the 31 students enrolled in the study that summer, 25 provided enough
information to be included in the following analysis.
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3.5.1.1 Results
The students who sketched out five alternate designs before beginning to
prototype tested slightly fewer prototypes on average than those students who
did not. This result is not surprising as the students who spent time sketching
out possible designs would have slightly less time to construct prototypes. As
displayed in Table 3 this is evident if we consider the number of prototypes
generated per classroom session; the largest differences between the two groups
is during classroom session one. In fact, during classroom session two the
students who engaged in set-based design constructed fractionally more
prototypes. The difference between the two groups of students (.4 prototypes on
average) is not particularly notable (or statistically significant).

Table 3 Mean Number of Prototypes Constructed (2015)

Mean Number of Prototypes Constructed
Iterative Design
(no coaching)

Set-based Design
(5 alternatives)

Session 1
Session 2

2.1
1.5

1.5
1.7

Total:

3.6

3.2

Table 4 Type of Stoves Constructed (2015)

J
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Iterative Design
(no coaching)

Set-based Design
(5 alternatives)

1 (puddle)

3

4

2 (convection)

1

0

3 (two-stage)

4

7

4 (primed)
5 (double wall)

5
1

0
0

Total:

14

11

Table 5 Evolution of Category Across Prototypes

Did prototypes span multiple stove
categories?
Iterative Design
(no coaching)

Set-based Design
(5 alternatives)

Category Change

10

2

No Change

4

9

14

11

Total:

More notable differences begin to emerge when we consider the categories
of the stoves that were constructed by the students. Table 4 considers the
category of students final stove prototype that was used in the wilderness
environment. We see students that engaged in set-based design only built
Category 3 and Category 1 stoves. Students who were provided no coaching on
the design process diverged much more, with students building stoves from
every stove design category. Two-stage (Category 3) and externally primed
(Category 4) stoves were the most common closely followed by Category 1
stoves.
It is important to note that in many cases stoves identified as Category 1 are
Category 3 stoves that are never taken out of priming mode. This commonly
occurs when a stand has been added which prevents the pot from covering the
priming opening. We will return to consider the reason for this behavior in a
future section.
Students who engaged in set-based design ended up with a more limited set
of final stove categories; how is it that they arrived there? Examining the
category of each of the stove prototypes built before students settled on a final
version indicates if students attempted building multiple different categories of
stoves or followed a single category design pathway for every prototype. The
results of this analysis are summarized in Table 5; the students who engaged in
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set-based design stayed overwhelmingly attached to one design concept. Nine of
the eleven students (81%) built prototypes that remained within the same
category. Considering the students who received no coaching, ten of the
fourteen students (71%) built stoves from different categories.
The two students engaged in set-based design whose prototypes changed
category went from 3 to 1. In other words the stoves became conceptually
simpler.
The students not engaged in set based design demonstrated a variety of
pathways. Only three of the ten students ended up with a final prototype in a
lower category than their first prototype. After success with lower category
(conceptually simpler) stoves three students went on to prototype higher
category (conceptually more complex) stoves. Two of these students first built
an unpressurised stove (Category 1) and after that worked successfully they went
on to try a pressurized model with external priming (Category 4). The third
student built a two-stage stove (Category 3) and then wanted to try a more
complex double wall design (Category 5). The remaining four students that built
prototypes of multiple categories of stove returned to their initial design after
trying out a mixture of more and less complex designs (as indicated by
category).
Another important consideration is how students varied their potential
designs when engaged in set-based design. Students were prompted to identify
what useful variations could be attempted for their stoves and different
approaches that they could take towards developing a stove. Only two of the
students generated a set of potential designs that contained multiple categories
of stove. Most of the variations that students made were not particularly
meaningful. Figure 2 contains two examples of the 5 alternate designs sketched
out by students. In both cases what varies is the size of the container, the size of
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the hole on top, and the size and location of the holes for jets of fuel. These are
typical representations of alternate designs that did not vary in substantial ways.
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Figure 2 Examples of 5 "Alternate" Designs
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3.5.1.2 Discussion

The students that were asked to sketch five designs before starting to build
tended to build slightly fewer prototypes than the students who were not
instructed to do so. This finding is not surprising given that students who took
time to sketch out alternate prototypes would have slightly less time to work on
building prototypes. What is surprising is that students who engaged in setbased design generally ended up with fewer conceptually complex designs, and
once working on prototyping one category of stove rarely attempted a
substantially different design.
The set-based design approach was implemented with the hope that
students would work on a wider variety of possible designs after slowing down
and thinking of different possible designs in the solution space. Not only did the
students who were engaged in a normal iterative design process generate
slightly more prototypes, the final stoves constructed by those students were a
much wider variety of stove types. Looking at the designs sketched out by
students provides some indication as to why the students that engaged in setbased design ended up with fewer different designs. The designs that students
sketched out were often not meaningfully different.
When building a stove, students would commonly engage in one round of
experimentation and then settle on a design that they would iterate to
functionality. For the students who started with physical experimentation, they
were learning about combustion mechanics as they built different prototypes
and were more open to changing their design as they built multiple successful
prototypes and learned more about the systems.
When we asked students to start by sketching multiple designs instead of
launching directly into building prototypes, they explored the design space, but
only in theory. Unlike the students that started by building physical prototypes,
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they did not gain new information as to how the stoves would actually function.
When a student selected one approach they became attached to following that
design pathway even if it was not initially successful or even conceptually sound.
Having selected the first physical prototype to construct from five potential
prototypes they sketched, students appeared to remain fixated on that design;
perhaps because it was the "best". This fixation led to less experimentation and
fewer successful designs. Considering the results in this section, the set-based
design approach had the exact opposite approach of what was intended.
In retrospect, a likely reason for the difference in results between our quasiexperiment and that of Neeley Jr. et al. (2013) is that participants in their study
were provided with physical manifestations of their five potential designs and
able to interact with all of them before designing a final prototype. In our case,
while students were encouraged to build as many of the prototypes that they
designed as possible, in practice students would become fixated on the first
prototype they attempted. This first prototype was often viewed as the "best", or
the potential design that students expected to be most successful as they were
attempting to optimize for time, and build one final product rather than
multiple prototypes to explore concepts. Students would become fixated on
trying to get this initial prototype to work, even if it was not conceptually sound.
The students who engaged in iterative design, essentially taking a random
walk through the solution space, actually experienced the most important part
of set based design - being able to experience and learn from multiple physical
representations of different ideas.
3.5.2

The Importance of Materials

One of the reasons the stove project was selected was the ease of prototyping
and ability to rapidly iterate through stoves as the materials and construction
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methods are easily accessible. As we will explore in this section, this ease of
prototyping affected the learning outcomes in unexpected ways.
In an initial exploratory investigation of the program, analyzing interviews
after the first year of the program, we found that students identified the
importance of high-fidelity testing, trying, and trusting the process as three of
the major themes that emerged when students were asked how the experience
had changed the way they thought about the design process (Saulnier, Bagiati,
et al. 2015). While these themes are all related to iteration and prototyping, it
was unclear what effect the curriculum was having on students perception of
these two specific activities.
Rapid prototyping and iteration are of particular interest as they are two of
the primary activities we wanted to encourage with the selection of the stove
project. One of the learning objectives of the program was to demonstrate to
students how rapidly testing ideas and iterating through multiple prototypes
could help solve design problems in a fast and effective way. After the first year
of the program, further exploration was necessary to understand if the
curriculum was helping students understand the importance and potential
benefits of rapid prototyping and iteration.
3.5.2.1 Investigating Design Priorities
The second year of the program we added a design prioritization activity
that allowed us to see how students perception of the importance of rapid
prototyping and iteration changed over the course of the program. To better
understand changes in students' perception of the design process, pre- and postassessments

were

given

to

participants

immediately

before

and

after

participating in the class. The assessment consisted of an inventory of 23
activities commonly associated with the engineering design process; students
were asked to identify the six most important and the six least important design
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activities. An example of the format of the design question is given in Figure 3.
This inventory was developed by Mosborg, Adams, and Kim as a component of a
study exploring expert perception of the design process (Mosborg, Adams, and
Kim 2005). It is based on an earlier question developed by Newstetter and
McCracken (2001). The 23 activities were listed in alphabetical order and are
not necessarily mutually exclusive from each other.

Of the twenty-three design activities
below, please put a check mark next to
the SIX MOST IMPORTANT
Abstracting
Brainstorming
Building
___ Communicating
__ Decomposing
__ Evaluating
__ Generating alternatives
___ Goal setting
___ Identifying constraints
___ Imagining
_ Iterating
___ Making decisions
___ Making trade-offs
__ Modeling
___ Planning
__ Prototyping
___ Seeking information
__ Sketching
___ Synthesizing
___ Testing
___ Understanding the problem
.__ Using creativity
___ Visualizing
__

Figure 3 Design Priorities Question
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The results of this survey question from the second year of the program
(2015) were first reported in Saulnier, Bagiati, and Brisson (2016); here we will
review the results as they help us understand considerations relevant to
developing a curriculum to encourage an appreciation for rapid prototyping and
iteration.
As displayed in Table 6, when students taking part in the 2015 class were
asked to identify the most important design tasks, four of the top five responses
remained

consistent between

the pre- and post-test.

Understanding the

problem, prototyping, communicating and making decisions all continued to
most commonly be regarded as important before and after participation in the
class. In the post-test brainstorming was displaced by seeking information.
Understanding the problem, while continuing to have the largest proportion
of students select it as one of the most important tasks, saw a large decrease
between the pre- and post-test. It decreased from 93% of students to only 64%
of students after the course. We will return to consider this result in Section 3.7
when we consider how important action is to a project-based environment
alongside limitations of the stove activity.
After

the

program,

slightly

fewer students

regarded

prototyping

as

important, whereas communicating and making decisions both saw small
increases. Brainstorming was replaced by seeking information.
Table 6 Top 5 responses by students asked to identify the MOST important design activities
(n=28)
MOST important before design-based
wilderness education (2015)
Statement
% Students
Understanding the
93%
Problem
Prototyping
61%
Communicating
57%
Brainstorming
46%
Making Decisions
43%
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MOST important after design-based
wilderness education (2015)
Statement
% Students
Understanding the
64%
Problem
Communicating
61%
Making Decisions
54%
Seeking Information
43%
Prototyping
43%

Table 7 Largest percent change between pre- and post- test in 2015 (n=28)
2015 percent change for MOST important
design activities
Statement
% Change
Understanding the Problem
-29%'
Iterating
-18%*
Prototyping
-18%
-14%
Brainstorming

2015 percent change for LEAST
important design activities
Statement
% Students
Building
-14%
Iterating
-14%
Sketching
-11%
----

Making Decisions
11%
Planning
18%
Building
21%
(** p < 0.01 * p < 0.05 1Fischer's exact test)

Brainstorming
Synthesizing
Abstracting

14%
18%
18%

As we have seen, while there was some change in the rank-ordering between
the pre- and post-tests, for the most part the most common student responses

remained consistent before and after the program. While the rank order of
choices did not change dramatically, examining the percentage change of
individual items between the pre-test and post-test results allows us to examine
trends driven by participation in the design for the wilderness class.
Table 7 displays the activities with the largest percent change of students
selecting them as most or least important. When considering the percent
change across items we see that building, planning, and making decisions are
the three actions with the greatest percentage increase of students identifying
them as most important. Combined, these terms appear to be related to
immediate action.

Conversely the actions with the largest decreases are

understanding the problem, iterating, prototyping, and brainstorming. This is
surprising given that iterating and prototyping were both key aspects of the
stove design project. The stove design project is the focal point of the design for
the wilderness curriculum, and students spent most of the classroom time
prototyping and iterating through designs.
When examining the percent change between activities identified as the
least important by students in Table 7, we see that it is not simply the inverse of
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the changes identified when considering the most important design activities.
While iterating saw 17% fewer students identify it as one of the most important
activities after participating in the course, it also had 14% fewer students identify
it as one of the least important design activities. Iterating appeared to be pushed
towards the center of student rankings, being less regarded as one of the most
important activities while also being less regarded as one of the least important
design activities.
In most other cases the behavior was more as we would expect.

For

example, 14% fewer students considered building one of the six least important
design activities while 21% more students now considered it one of the six most
important design activities.
When considering the percent change between students identifying a task as
most important from the pre-test to the post-test we see that students tended to
place increased emphasis on tasks oriented towards immediate action such as
building, planning and making decisions. Decreased emphasis was placed on
exploratory activities such as understanding the problem, iterating, prototyping
and brainstorming.
3.5.2.2 Discussion
This shift towards an emphasis on action-orientated activities may be a
reflection of the rapid pace of the curriculum, along with its underlying
structure. As mentioned previously, students were assigned tasks or designproblems such as building a stove or designing a thermal desalination device.
These tasks were fairly straightforward (or at least appeared to be so), and
therefore

did

not require

students

to

place

significant

emphasis

on

understanding the problem. During the program, students were observed
launching into action very quickly after being assigned a task, rather than
spending time reflecting and exploring the problem space. As we explored in the
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previous section, even when students were coached to consider multiple
alternate designs they did not effectively explore the solution space before
launching into action.
It was intended that the simple materials used during design challenges
would allow students to rapidly prototype and iterate towards a final design.
During the stove-building activity this was not the behavior that was observed.
Instead of building multiple prototypes and iterating to a final 'best' design
students would build a stove, test it, and if it worked would often stick with that
model. In the more likely case that the stove did not work, or did not work well,
students would try and modify their current stove slightly to make it work. We
will examine this trial and error approach to design further in the following
section on Teaching a New Concept.
In other words, instead of seeing rapid prototyping and iteration as a means
to achieve a high quality final product using the same material, students were
perhaps instead attempting to complete a 'final product' on every attempt,
including the first. As the matdrials that could be used for prototyping and a
final product were the same, a lack of separation between what could be
considered a prototype and what could be considered a final project may have
led students to not recognize that they were iterating and prototyping on the
way to a final product, and not simply failing to build their design on the first
attempt.
3.5.2.3 Changing the Curriculum to Encourage Iteration
After the surprising finding from the 2015 program that students were less
likely to regard iterating and prototyping as one of the most important design
tasks after participating in the program, the 2016 program was modified to
encourage a greater appreciation for iteration. These results were first presented
in Saulnier and Brisson (2017).
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It seemed that in the 2015 program students regarded themselves as simply
repeatedly trying to build the final version of their stove rather than iterating
through

prototypes

and

deliberately

testing

concepts.

To

combat

this

perception, we wanted to give students more opportunities to iterate than the
two on-campus sessions. To accomplish this the expeditions were made a day
longer to provide more opportunity for students to use, and work on, their
stoves. The framing of the activity was changed so that the stoves students
started the camping trip with were not necessarily the final version. Students
were encouraged to learn from the experience of using their stoves in the
wilderness environment and to try out new ideas based on that experience.
Tools and extra materials were made available during the 4-day sea kayaking
expeditions so that students could build new stoves after the trip had begun.
While some students used the stove they brought for the entire trip, others took
advantage of the opportunity to build new stoves after gaining experience using
their original designs in the wilderness environment.
To evaluate the effects of these changes, the 2016 participants were given the
same pre- and post assessment. As we can see in Table 8 the curricular changes
were somewhat successful with a 4% increase in students identifying iterating as
most important in 2016, compared to an 18% decrease in 2015. However,
iterating still was not one of the most common responses. Having students
spending more time actively iterating during the course, especially during the
expedition appeared to help maintain students perspective of the importance of
iteration.
While students may have continued to value iteration, prototyping still saw
a decreased number of students identifying it as most important after the
program (-8%). While these two results may appear to be inconsistent with each
other a potential explanation is the materials of the stove project. Initial
"prototypes" of the stove use the same materials and fabrication techniques as a
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final product. Rather than viewing successive stoves as prototypes testing out
ideas that lead to a final model, students may have continued to view initial
prototypes simply as failed attempts at building a final product. After each failed
attempt, they would modify their approach and attempt another final product,
iterating through product versions while at the same time not considering
themselves engaged in prototyping. Allowing for stoves to be built during the
expedition would increase the opportunities available to iterate - but would not
change students perception that they were iterating through multiple attempts
at building a final product.

Table 8 Largest percent change between pre- and post- test of activities identified as MOST
important
2015 percent change for MOST important
design activities

Statement
Understanding the
Problem

% Change

Iterating
Prototyping

-18%
-18%

Brainstorming

-14%

Making Decisions
Planning

11%
18%
21%

2016 percent change for MOST important
design activities
Statement
% Change
Brainstorming
-32%

-29%

Building
( ** p < 0.011 * p < 0.05 1 Fischer's exact test)

Understanding the
Problem
Planning
Prototyping

-28%

Building
Communicating

16%
16%
20%

I Making

Decisions

-12%
-8%
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Table 9 Largest percent change between pre- and post- test of activities identified as LEAST
important
for
LEAST
percent
change
2015
important design activities
% Students
Statement
-14%
Building
-14%
Iterating
-11%
Sketching
Brainstorming
Synthesizing
Abstracting
( ** p < .011 * p <.05 1Fischer's

14%
18%
18%
exact test)

2016 percent change for LEAST important
design activities
% Change
Statement
-44%
Making trade-offs
-20%
Building
-20%
Goal Setting
12%
20%
24%

Decomposing
Abstracting
Brainstorming

3.5.2.4 Conclusions
In this section we have seen that students may not regard themselves as
prototyping even when rapidly iterating through multiple versions of their
stove. This finding likely arises from the nature of the stove design project, that
the prototypes are constructed out of the same materials and in the same
fashion as the eventual final product.
Rapid prototyping as commonly taught involves using cheap materials to
test out ideas and answer critical questions before moving onto more detailed
designs. When making a product out of cheap and easily available materials
every product has the ability to be a final version. Using different materials helps
to signpost prototyping for students.

3.6

Teaching a New Concept
One of the primary challenges for students during the stove design project

was

understanding

the

combustion

mechanics

necessary

for

successful

operation of the stove. It became clear that students had a few key conceptual
misunderstandings

when they entered the program.

The most common

misconceptions were related to understanding exactly where combustion was
taking place (i.e. where the flame front was located). This misconception led to a
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few different errors and failure modes, as we will explore further. Another
common occurrence was that students would often think their stove didn't work
when in reality it had simply not primed long enough to sufficiently warm the
fuel.
When students experienced failure, they would often try to make slight
modifications to their stoves to fix the perceived issue. In the case of
misconceptions, students would often head down design pathways that did not
conceptually make sense.
As we saw in the previous two sections, students would often become fixated
on the first solution they attempted. Rather than regarding the prototyping
process as one of exploration, students tended to regard each attempt as a failed
final product until they had a successful model. This often led to the behavior of
hacking rather than designing. When hacking students would make quick
modifications to their stove in an attempt to make them work, rather than
engaging in the design process to thoughtfully solve problems. Before returning
to consider hacking versus design we will examine students experiences when
theory did not align with practice.
3.6.1

Theory versus Practice

Differences between theory and practice would often arise when discussing
engineering topics in the context of real world applications. While these
differences were sometimes legitimate differences caused by simplifications in
models of phenomena, students would often blame unexpected results on
"theory versus practice" without necessarily ascribing the cause to a specific
shortcoming of a model. This finding was first reported in Saulnier (2015) after
the first year of the program, however it also persisted into future years.
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In many cases the contrast between theory and practice was an important
learning outcome from the program. While theoretical knowledge helped
students understand the world around them and make predictions, practice
would often produce unexpected results. This helped to reinforce the value of
high-fidelity testing, that is placing prototypes in situations that closely matched
their final use. As Brian put it, "whatever we design has to be tried out like in
real life against... real life circumstances before going through a second round of
prototyping and not just imagining it or thinking a similar situation but in the
actual situation itself."
Oftentimes the models that engineers use to explain phenomena abstract
away important considerations. The first two years of the program included a
segment constructing pulley systems, which most students had encountered in
textbooks but never in real life. While friction is abstracted out of the analysis of
simple pulley systems, friction became a real concern when actually trying to
construct a pulley system in the wild. This is considered fully in section 4.4.
In regards to the stove project, students would often not consider important
factors that would affect the use of their stoves outside. Using their stove for the
first time outside, a group of students discovered that the ground is not as flat as
a workbench. While sticks may be an attractive material to create a level
platform for a stove, sticks also turn out to be quite flammable. After the sticks
were doused with water the students switched to rocks for their building
material. The wilderness environment helped to highlight the importance of
fully testing predictions:
I suppose that because of the lesson I learned you can't just say, you
can't just take something and put it on the table, look at it in theory and
say, "oh, this will work because it looks good, or this will work because
the math checks out." But, if you don't do it in real life you will not
actually...a theory is just that, it's fine it may look good on paper, but it
might not necessarily apply to your life and that is an important thing
you have to do because what you need to do has to apply to whatever you
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are doing in real life. And the most important lesson will be to prototype,
prototype, prototype, and do it again and again and do it in real life.
Don'tjust stare at it and say, "okay, this should work."
However this difference between theory and practice would sometimes
become an excuse for when something did not go according to plan, and would
not be accompanied with an explanation of where the theory had broken down.
As we will see in the following section, incorrect mental models would often
result in students making incorrect predictions. What students would see was
not

a

difference

between

theory

and

practice,

but

simply

incorrect

understanding of theory. This, combined with students' propensity to quickly
build, often led to students hacking, rather than designing, as we will discuss in
the next section.
3.6.2 Hacking versus Design
Students would often hack rather than design. That is, after attempting an
initial prototype students would make small incremental changes that were
often not well thought out and did not necessarily solve the issues in the
original design. Alternately, if it did solve the issues it solved them in a poor
fashion. In this section we will consider a few of the hacking behaviors that we
regularly observed students partaking in, and what that meant as far as their
conceptual understanding.
When building Category 3 (two stage) stoves, many students would test
their initial prototype and conclude the stove it didn't work when they covered
up the priming opening and the jets did not ignite. There are two very common
failure modes associated with these stoves:
1)

The stove was not allowed to prime long enough. In this case the fuel
would not reach a high enough vapor pressure to sustain itself after
the primary open-flame hole was covered.
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2)

The flame front was not able to jump from the central opening to the
jets along the outside of the can as it was being covered (the transition
from Figure la to Figure ib). In this case, either slowly lowering the pot
and giving the flame front time to change locations, or simply lighting
the jets of fuel with a new ignition source after the central priming
flame was extinguished are both potential solutions.

While students would sometimes recognize these two issues, more often
conceptual

misunderstandings

would

prevent

students

from

properly

identifying and addressing these failure modes. The most common conceptual
misunderstanding was that combustion was taking place at the liquid fuel level
inside the can (i.e. that it was the liquid fuel that was burning), and the flames
that were observed were extending up from that point.
In the first year of the program this misunderstanding took the form of
people attempting to change the position of the priming flame to be closer to
the liquid fuel level in the can so that it would burn hotter and warm up faster.
Students did this by adding rolled up paper "wicks" that were meant to help the
flame move closer to the liquid fuel level.
In response to this, the second year of the program more direct instruction
on combustion took place. However classroom instruction did not do much to
shift students away from this misconception. When the large central priming
hole was covered and the flame extinguished, instead of recognizing the two
previously discussed possible issues, many students would instead theorize that
the flames went out because not enough oxygen was available inside the can, as
one student put it "this meant not much oxygen in the enclosed container to
favor ignition".
This misunderstanding would often lead to students making the holes jets of
fuel were meant to come out of larger "so that fresh air can enter from holes in
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the can" or to allow "oxygen to enter". Other students would simply describe
making this change as "ventilation is important". Eight of the twelve students
who submitted written stove reflections in the 2015 class expressed this
misunderstanding in some way. This misunderstanding persisted across all years
of the program. Figure 4 is student work from 2016 incorrectly explaining that
oxygen entered the stove to mix with the fuel. Many students failed to recognize
that oxygen mixes with the jets of fuel after they exit the pressurized chamber of
the stove.
When students did not really understand what was happening they would
commonly engage in what appeared to be hacking behavior. In this case, when
students thought the stove wasn't getting enough oxygen they would make the
holes a little bigger, and then a little bigger again. It was important to intervene
and ensure that students considered the theory underpinning their design
decisions, as eventually (literally) hacking away at the can would result in an
open flame that worked - but was not a pressurized stove as originally intended.
Another common outcome of hacking was to add a stand around the stove
to support the pot. This would prevent the priming opening from ever being
covered, essentially converting the stove to a Category 1 stove. Once again this
behavior can be described as hacking as the students were no longer meeting
their original (at least perceived)

design objective

- a pressurized

stove.

Sometimes the stand would be added in pursuit of a secondary objective, adding
stability to the stove so that their pot would be less likely to fall over and spill
their food.
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Figure 4 An incorrect explanation of the theory behind the stove.
Oxygen mixes with the jets of fuel after they exit the container.
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When students built a stand to use with their Category 3 stove, students are
engaged in what can best be described as cargo cult design3 . Students are
making stoves that look like they should have jets of fuel emerging from a ring of
small holes painstakingly manufactured around the edge of the stove. However,
by placing their stove in a stand, the large central opening is never covered.
Pressurized jets of fuel will never be forced out of those small holes and the jets
will never appear, necessarily raising the question of why students took the time
to poke those small holes in the first place.
As misconceptions surrounding combustion were clearly entrenched beliefs,
more instruction was added the following year. Rather than diagrams and
discussion of theory, additional effort was made to create generative metaphors
for the students. A candle and an oil lamp were used to visually demonstrate
how combustion does not necessarily take place at the location of the liquid fuel
source and that what was important was where the mixing was taking place.
This incremental instruction seemed to be effective as we can see in Table
10; students built more complex stoves in 2016 after this intervention took
place. In 2016 more effort was also made to intercept students with conceptual
misunderstandings earlier in their design process and encourage them to talk
through their design decisions.

3 Richard Feynman (1974) introduced the concept of Cargo Cult Science in his 1974
commencement address at Caltech by describing a Cargo Cult of people in the South Seas:
"Duringthe war they saw airplanesland with lots ofgood materials, and they want the same thing to
happen now. So they've arrangedto make things like runways, to putfires along the sides of the
runways, to make a wooden hutfor a man to sit in, with two wooden pieces on his head like
headphones and bars of bamboo sticking out like antennas-he'sthe controller-andthey waitfor
the airplanes to land. They're doing everything right. Theform is perfect. It looks exactly the way it
looked before. But it doesn't work. No airplanesland. So I call these things Cargo Cult Science,
because theyfollow all the apparentprecepts andforms ofscientific investigation, but they're
missing something essential, because the planes don't land."
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Table 10 Stove Prototype Final Categories by Year

2015

2016

2017

1 (puddle)

7

0

0

2 (convection)

1

0

0

3 (two-stage)
4 (primed)
5 (double wall)

11
5
1

1
23
6

3
5
0

Total:

25

30[8

Stove Category

3.7

2014

Doing Works Better than Telling
As we saw when examining the importance of materials, after the 2015 class

we found that students tended to place increased importance on tasks related to
immediate action such as building. At the same time, decreased importance was
placed on exploratory tasks such as understanding the problem (Saulnier,
Bagiati, and Brisson 2016). An important but seemingly obvious consideration is
that students will come to value and learn what it is that they spend their time
doing.
In later years of the program we were careful to refer to the stove design
project as a design activity, and explicitly talk about how students were not
taking part in all parts of the design process. The design process followed by
students during the stove project is a truncated version of the spiral (or
iterative) product design process as it is typically taught (Ulrich and Eppinger
2011). Students are presented with specific problems such as making a stove, or
building a shelter, and therefore do not have to spend a lot of time identifying a
need, defining a problem, or performing market research. Similarly students do
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not have to consider issues at the end of the process such as manufacturability
or product lifecycle.
This abridged process is reflected in the 2015 finding that after participation
in the course, students were less likely to identify understanding the problem as
one of the most important design tasks (Saulnier, Bagiati, and Brisson 2016).
This is not surprising as during the design for the wilderness curriculum
students were not required to identify and understand their own problems,
rather they responded to the problem prompts that were provided to them.
In response to this finding, the 2016 curriculum was modified to increase
emphasis on understanding the problem before beginning to build anything.
Originally students were provided the design prompt (make a stove to cook your
meals using aluminum cans and denatured alcohol) and permitted to proceed in
whatever way they saw fit without much in the way of instruction. When
introducing the stove project on campus in 2016, the instructors first spent an
hour exploring concepts associated with combustion to better understand both
the technical aspects involved with building a stove, and other ways in which
people have solved the problem of cooking in the back country. Students were
also encouraged to generate a list of technical requirements before starting a
design. These changes were made as understanding the problem is a core
competency that engineering education is meant to address (Dym et al. 2005).
Even after this change in 2016, a statistically significant number of students
still stopped identifying "understanding the problem" as one of the most
important design-tasks, despite an attempt to modify the curriculum to prevent
this learning outcome (Saulnier and Brisson 2017). The change in curriculum
focused on discussion during lecture-style classroom encounters. Explicitly
discussing the importance of understating the problem, and spending additional
time at the beginning of the class exploring relevant scientific phenomena and
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establishing desired functional requirements did not contribute to students
continuing to prioritize the importance of understanding the problem.
This is contrasted by the small, but not significant, increase in the number of
students who identified iterating as one of the most important design tasks after
being provided increased opportunity to practice iterating as we discussed in
Section 3.5. When students were provided with more opportunities to iterate we
observed that students continuing to identify it as one of the most important
design tasks. This brings us to an intuitive conclusion, that actions speak louder
than words. This adage may be particularly important to keep in mind when
developing experiential design-based curricula. In this case, we observed that
students spending time performing a specific design task (iterating) was
associated with students later emphasizing its importance. On the other hand,
spending more time just discussing a specific design task in a lecture format
(understanding the problem) was not associated with students continuing to
emphasize its importance.

3.8

Considering the User
This Chapter is centered on impactful design; for something to have impact,

someone needs to be impacted. The first two years of the program the impact
was explicitly personal. We wanted students to experience the impact of their
own actions. The third year of the program, whom the impact was directed
towards was varied. For most engineering design projects impact is centered on
an external user. In fact, this can be one of the more difficult concepts to teach
engineering students, who often end up designing for themselves rather than
the user. To help consider the role of impact on an impactful design project we
decided to conduct a quasi-experiment where half of the students designed
stoves for themselves and half of the students designed stoves for others to use.
A side effect of this experimental design was that the students designing stoves
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for others would be forced to use a stove designed by someone else. The results
of this experiment were first reported in Saulnier and Brisson (2018).
Students were randomly assigned to one of two class sections. The first
section designed and built a stove using a list of functional requirements they
generated for themselves and used this stove while camping. The second section
designed and built a stove for an external user, one of their classmates, based on
a list of functional requirements generated by the user. The students were
randomly assigned between the two sections.
The two sections traveled on separate wilderness expeditions. Within each
expedition, students were divided into separate camps so that the external user
of a stove would not be at the same campsite as the stove designer.
The analysis of this quasi-experiment will be done in two parts. First, an
analysis of the students' stoves provides an indication of the technical
complexity, quality, and use of the stoves during the expedition. The second half
of the analysis uses interviews to provide insight into the experience of students
while participating in the project.
3.8.1

Stove Artifact Analysis

Thirty of the students participated in semi-structured interviews within a
week of returning from the wilderness experience. During the interviews,
students were asked to sketch the stove that they had designed and built while
explaining how it worked. The interviews were transcribed and the sections
concerning the stoves were excerpted for analysis alongside the sketches of the
stove. When students were the external user of a stove designed by someone
else, the description of the stove they received was also included in the analysis.
While

designing and

building stoves,

students

were

asked

to

send

photographs of their prototypes along with written descriptions of decisions
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made. Relatively few students submitted this information, but the photographs
and text descriptions were used as supplemental information for the analysis
when possible.
Using the information from sketches (n=29), interviews with stove designers
(n=30), interviews with stove receivers (n=14), photographs of prototypes (n=11),
and email communication (n=4), information was gathered on 35 unique stoves.
Of the 35 stoves identified, seventeen were used by the stove's designer and
eighteen were used by a student other than the designer.
Along with determining the category of the stove, the interview process was
used to determine if the stove:
-

worked for the designer of the stove;

-

was brought on the expedition;

-

worked for the external user (if designed for someone else); and

-

was regularly used to cook meals during the expedition.

Five stoves were excluded from further analysis, as there was not enough
information to accurately determine the category of the stove and/or answer the
above questions. The remaining 30 stoves had enough information to be able to
be accurately categorized and will be discussed in the results.
3.8.2 Interview Analysis
While the interviews covered the entire range of classroom and wilderness
activities during GLP the following analysis was limited to students experience
of building and using the stoves. Discussion of activities other than the stove
was excluded from analysis. General lessons learned and conclusions reached by
students were also excluded unless the student explicitly linked them to the
stove activity.
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The interviews were and analyzed with an open coding scheme (Rubin and
Rubin 2005). After the interviews were analyzed and the codes were sorted into
thematic groups, the results of the thematic coding were analyzed as two
separate batches, students who designed a stove for themselves and students
who designed a stove for someone else, to determine if there were any
differences in the learning outcomes or constructed experience of the two
groups of students.
3.8.3 Results
3.8.3.1 Stove Artifact Analysis
All of the stoves made by students were two-stage, externally primed, or
double walled stoves, as summarized in Table 11. These stoves all took advantage
of the high vapor pressure of denatured alcohol at low temperatures to create
pressurized jets of fuel. Of the thirty stoves included in the analysis, exactly half
were made for self-use and half were made for external users. The vast majority
of students made stoves that were externally primed (n=28, 93%) as five of the
double walled stoves also required external priming. There is essentially no
difference between the style of stove chosen and the technical complexity of the
stoves built by the two groups of students.

Table 12 summarizes the results of the descriptive analysis of the stoves. Of
the students who made a stove for themselves, almost all of the students (n=14)
reported that their stove worked, and all of the working stoves were brought on
the expedition. While on the expedition, three students who made stoves for
themselves decided to not use their stoves to cook regularly. Two of these
students reported that their stove was unstable as it was too tall, and the third
student settled on a division a labor in which she took on the task of cooking
while the others in her cook group were responsible for keeping their stoves lit.
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As for the stoves that were made for external users, once again all but one of
the stoves were reported as working by the designer (n=14). In three cases, the
external user did not bring the stove on the expedition. Two of these stoves were
lost before the expedition, and the third stove was purposefully left behind as
the external user said it was not completed (although the designer reported that
it was completed). Of the 12 stoves that were brought on the expedition, the
external users reported that five of them did not work (42%). The remaining
seven stoves were used successfully, often with reported difficulties.
The number of stoves that were described as working in the wilderness
significantly differed between students who made the stove for themselves and
students who made the stove for an external user (Fischer's exact test, p = .012).
That is, when considering all of the stoves that were made, stoves made for an
external user were less likely to be described as working in the wilderness
environment.

Table 11 Stove Categorization

Stove Category
1
2
3
4
5

(puddle)
(convection)
(two-stage)
(primed)
(double wall)
Total:
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Designed
for Self

Designed for
External User

0
0
0
12
3

0
0
1
11
3

15

15

Table 12 Summary of Stove Analysis

Who was the end
user
the ed

Designed for
Self
15 stoves

Designed for
External User
15 stoves

Did the designer
claim it worked?

Yes
14

No
1

Yes
14

No
1

Was it brought on
the expedition?

Yes
14

No
1

Yes
12

No
3

Did it work for the
external user?

-

-

-

-

Yes
7

No
5

Was it used to cook
with regularly?

Yes
11

No
3

Yes
7

No
5

However, of the stoves that were brought on the expedition, the number of
stoves that were regularly used for cooking did not significantly differ between
students who made a stove for themselves and those that were made for others
(Fischer's exact test, p=.401). That is, if we only consider the stoves that were
used regularly for cooking, there is not a significant difference in the proportion
of working stoves between stoves made for self and stoves made for external
users.
3.8.3.2 Interview Analysis
The themes that emerged during the interview analysis were predominantly
present across both groups of students. While designing and building stoves on
campus, students learned from each other, often outright copying peers'
successful designs. Students emphasized iterating and testing when discussing
the role of the design process. Engaging in this project helped students increase
their conceptual understanding of combustion, and many decisions throughout
the project were based on this increased understanding. The wilderness
environment played a large role both on campus and while on the expedition.
The upcoming trip served as a source of motivation while on campus and as a
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source of material for improvisation while on the expedition; many students
used rocks and twigs to modify their artifacts on the fly. The process of cooking
was surprisingly impactful and personally meaningful; many students had not
cooked for themselves before and enjoyed the creativity associated with making
something from the available ingredients.
While many of the themes were uniform across both groups, there were a
few clear differences between the students who made a stove for self-use and
those who made a stove

for an external user. While

there was some

differentiation in the motivation expressed by students, there was not nearly as
much as expected. The challenges identified by students while using a stove in
the wilderness were very different between the two groups of students. Students
who designed a stove for someone else discussed the perspective of the user after
experiencing the perspective afforded by using a stove designed by someone
else. These three themes will be explored in greater depth in the following
sections.
Motivation
When designing

the quasi-experimental

condition,

we imagined that

designing a stove for a classmate would motivate students to create a more
robust final product than designing a stove for themselves. While students often
discussed their motivation, a sharp differentiation of motivation did not arise
between the two groups of students. A handful of students did explicitly discuss
being motivated by the knowledge that they were designing a stove for someone
else. Sam felt a "responsibility to [the] task" based on "the idea that you're the
engineers for someone else". He "couldn't just build a sub-standard stove" and
assume that it would work.
While Sam was motivated by the user of his project, the other students
designing stoves for classmates discussed being motivated by the practical and
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tangible nature of the project, the creativity the project afforded, or the sense of
accomplishment they felt from making something that worked outside of the
classroom. Having the opportunity to see authentic impact of the project
outside of the classroom environment seemed to be a more important source of
motivation for many students than who the eventual user of the stove would be.
Challenges
While students were similarly motivated to complete the project, the
challenges identified varied greatly between students using a self-designed stove
and those using a stove designed by someone else. While using a stove designed
by someone else, students focused on the challenges faced while getting the
stove to work. In many cases, they concluded that the stove would not work.
This failure and frustration often resulted in students taking a step back and
considering the perspective of users from a more detached perspective, a
perspective that will be fully considered in the following section.
Students using stoves they designed for themselves found far more initial
success. This success may be partly attributable to the inherent knowledge of
how a design is intended to work, alongside tricks and techniques students
figured out along the way that allowed them to operate their stoves. As the
weekend progressed, students often noted a degradation of performance over
time. Students had different approaches

to dealing with

this degrading

performance, with some students resorting to using only their primers for
cooking, no longer using the pressurized stoves they built.
The difference between the two groups was not only a matter of perspective.
The observations of the two instructors support real differences existing in the
challenges faced by students. Over the four years of the program over 100
students have been observed using stoves on expeditions, and typically one out
of four cook-groups might encounter minor trouble in the form of some spilled
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fuel or difficulty getting the stove to stay lit. In this case, observing the students
using stoves designed by others was mildly concerning. The students using
stoves constructed by their peers had stoves that flew apart when small pockets
of fuel-air mixture detonated inside the stove chamber, or stoves that were fully
engulfed in flames (often including spilled fuel on the surrounding ground).
While most students eventually found some level of success, others resorted to
borrowing a stove from an instructor or ended up cooking their food on another
group's stoves. Observing students using stoves they designed for themselves
was a much less exciting experience, with only the occasional minor issue as
mentioned previously.
Perspective of User
Students who made a stove for an external user also received a stove made
by someone else to use on their expedition. This dual relationship of being both
a designer and a user for the same project created a unique opportunity to
examine what it means to have a user in the engineering design process.
As designers, students were able to receive feedback on their artifacts. Jacob
was told that his stove had not worked for the external user, which surprised
him. After spending some time speculating on how the external user might have
been using the stove incorrectly, Jacob suggested,
I think [this is] helpful as an engineer because sometimes you design
something, and somehow it goes wrong. You cannot assume that it's the
fault of the consumer. You should make your design as foolproof as
possible. It helped me appreciate that.
As users, students experienced the difficulties associated with using a
product made by someone else. Kim was unable to ignite the stove that had
been given to her while on the expedition. She had been instructed to light the
stove (the only two stage stove), allow it to heat up for a little bit, and then put a
metal top over the open chamber. Each time she followed this procedure, the
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stove would extinguish itself. After the expedition she had a conversation with
the designer of the stove and while Kim "thought a little bit was like two
minutes, in reality, it was a lot longer than that." If Kim had known to allow the
stove to prime longer she could have been successful.
There were many reasons that students were not able to get their stoves that
had been designed by others to work. Charles was considering his experience as
the user of a stove. Each person in his three-person cook group had been given a
stove and they were unable to get any of them to work. Reflecting on the reason
for this failure, he found that they "don't know exactly how their stoves are
supposed to operate, how you are supposed to ignite their stoves". Considering
this he came to a conclusion similar to that of Jacob:
I guess that's what's important when you design for other people. We
had to make it fool... not foolproof but idiot-friendly [...]. The most
accessible products usually have very little instruction. It's quite intuitive.
But that, in itself, is quite a hard thing to do[.]
3.8.4 Discussion
We have been considering how the learning environment differed based on
who experienced the impact of the project. Half of the designers experienced the
impact themselves, while the second half made a stove that was ultimately used
by an external user. We originally established this division as we expected that
students would have additional motivation to complete a robust final artifact
when building a stove for someone else. Surprisingly, this was not the case, as
most students did not mention designing for an external user as a motivating
factor. The impact of the project outside of the classroom was often motivation
enough.
While the act of designing for others did not affect motivation as expected,
understanding emerged when students were forced to confront the interplay
between their intentions when designing a product and their experiences when
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using someone else's product. The value of this experience was not necessarily
in designing a product for someone else, it was found in the experience of using
a stove that someone else had designed. Students not only participated in an
authentic design experience, they participated authentically as users of a
product. When using a stove designed by someone else they could not fully
understand the intention of the designer and did not have a clear understanding
of the decisions that resulted in the final product.
Students develop a more comprehensive understanding of the design
process when they learn to appreciate the relationship between designer and
user through impact-authentic design projects. As Charles concluded after
grappling with the knowledge that his external user struggled to use his stove,
"the most accessible products usually have very little instruction. It's quite
intuitive. But that, in itself, is quite a hard thing to do." This is, in essence, a
restatement of the human-centered design philosophy of Donald Norman, that
"complex things may require explanation, but simple things should not. When
simple things need pictures, labels, or instructions, the design has failed"
(Norman 1988, 9). The stoves that students built are simple things, and the
difficulty faced by external users clearly illuminate the challenges associated
with effective human-centered design.
Statistical analysis revealed that stoves made for an external user were less
likely to work in the wilderness environment. However, this effect disappeared
when we only considered stoves that were used to cook regularly throughout
the expedition. In other words, if we only consider "working" stoves to be those
that were used regularly, a stove made for self-use was just as likely to work as a
stove made for use by an external user. It is possible that the effect disappears
due to the small sample size; a larger sample may have the statistical power to
illuminate the difference between the two groups of students. While our
analysis does not conclusively support a difference in the functionality of stoves
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between the two groups, it does indicate that student definitions of "working"
appear to differ from that of instructors, and this difference may be correlated
with who designed the stove they were using. Students may simply have been
more willing to describe a stove that they made for themselves as working. This
finding, alongside our observations, leads us to believe that between-group
differences were not due to a difference in the functionality of the stoves, but
rather the attitudes and perspectives of the users of the stoves.
If we accept that the stoves were of comparable quality, the difference in
success that was observed may be primarily attributable to the attitudes and
perspectives of the user of the stove. The interviews lend some credibility to this
theory. We saw that students using stoves they designed for themselves
described their stove as working even when faced with substantial difficulties
and degrading performance. By the end of the expedition, some of the designers
were only using their primer to cook the food, the stove itself no longer
contributing to the cooking. Conversely, external users did not have inherent
knowledge of how a stove design was supposed to work, and their self-worth
was not tied into the stove's successful operation. It is possible that students
struggled initially because they were not familiar with the stove and also willing
to give up relatively quickly when faced with difficulties. These two factors
together could explain why it appears that stoves designed for an external user
were less likely to work in the wilderness environment even if the stoves were of
equivalent quality.
While the data available indicates that the stoves were of a similar
construction quality it is possible that a difference in quality does exist that was
not discernable from the available data. In either case, the attitude and
perspective of the user would still contribute to the success and failures
experienced by students.
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3.8.5 Conclusion
The most significant contribution of impact-authentic experiences to design
education may be that students are able to better understand and appreciate the
relationship between designer and user. This is made possible by the authentic
integration of use into the learning environment - a curricular approach of
Design for Use. Use may help to increase students' understanding of humancentered design principles by allowing students to receive feedback from users
of their products and by allowing students to use products designed by others.
In this case, it appeared that greater opportunity for learning arose when
students were using products designed by their classmates.
In the case of the stove project, students both designed and used the same
product. This experience may have been particularly impactful because the
students could consider frustrations they experienced using another person's
stove in the context of someone else using their design and experiencing similar
frustrations.

3.9

Summary of Findings on Impactful Projects
Impactful projects provide students with the opportunity to experience the

outcomes of their design decisions while engaging in legitimate peripheral
participation. The first, and in some ways most challenging finding, was that
students doubted that the projects would be as impactful as presented.
Convincing students that they will be building and relying on a product can be
challenging. This finding emphasizes the importance of demonstrating to
students that they can create meaningful products during their education, while
also highlighting the challenges inherent in this approach. Care needs to be
taken to scaffold impactful projects in such a way that students believe that they
really will have impact.
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A similarly surprising finding led to the major contribution from this chapter
- the concept of Design for Use. The curriculum originally focused on learning
outcomes associated with the design process when students were designing a
product they knew would be impactful. We later discovered that one of the
more impactful experiences for students was authentically using products made
by other people.
Authentic use provides an opportunity for students to confront the interplay
between their intentions when designing a product and the experience of using
a product while not understanding the designers' intentions. This approach may
have been particularly effective when students were able to use something that
they had previously designed themselves. Helping students better understand
the relationship between designer and user is increasingly important as human
centered design takes a central place in design thinking circles and students are
increasingly encouraged to work with and consider users at all stages of the
design process.
The remaining findings from this chapter are important considerations when
developing design-learning environments:
-

Set based design is a useful concept but may require that students
interact with multiple physical representations of design concepts.
Without physical

prototypes

this approach

can

have

negative

outcomes, especially when students misunderstand key concepts
associated with the task.
*

Students may not regard themselves as prototyping or engaging in an
iterative design process without a differentiation in materials or
effort required between a prototype and final product. Instead of
prototyping, students may regard themselves as failing to build
multiple versions of their final product.
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-

Students value what they spend time doing. Performing a specific
design task is associated

with students later emphasizing

its

importance. On the other hand, spending more time just discussing
a specific design task in a lecture format was not associated with
students continuing to emphasize its importance.
-

While building things can demonstrate the difference between
theory and reality, students will sometimes use "the difference
between theory and reality" as an excuse to cover up misconceptions.
It is important to help students understand the difference between a
model leaving out considerations important for implementation and
when their understanding of the relevant scientific concepts is
incorrect.
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Chapter 4
Projects in-situ
The original curriculum was imagined as design activities for the wilderness
environment that were largely built in the classroom, and design activities that
took place in the wilderness environment

itself. While this provided a

framework for initial curriculum development, it ended up not being a useful
way to think of the different types of projects from the perspective of students'
experiences and learning outcomes. Instead of projectsfor and in the wilderness
environment the previous chapter considered impactful projects and this
chapter considers activities that took place in the wilderness environment or
another authentic context but lacked elements that made the projects truly
impactful. As a convention we will refer to these projects as projects in-situ or
situated projects4 . The distinction between impactful projects discussed in the
previous chapter and situated projects is that while impactful projects have a
real impact outside of the classroom, situated projects lack that impact; students
do not use or rely on the outcomes of situated projects.

4 This chapter is not using situatedprojects in the

sense of Lave and Wenger's situated learning
theory, which forms our theoretical framing. These projects are not necessarily an expression of
legitimate peripheral participation. Instead we are using situated to refer to the location and
context under which projects take place; the projects are situated in environments relevant to the
concepts being explored.
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While students don't rely on situated projects to provide for real needs,
there are many characteristics that situated projects share with impactful
projects. These projects often take place in an authentic environment, or are
meant to connect engineering to students' everyday lives. These projects are
situated in the real world but lack the impact necessary to be considered
impactful. An example of this category that we will be considering more fully is
that of a desalination project that students worked on while sea kayaking off the
Maine coast. The project took place in an authentic environment, on an island
surrounded by salt water. However due to logistical issues and the challenge of
high-throughput desalination, students were not required to rely on their
desalination projects to provide all of their drinking water, therefore limiting the
projects true impact.
This chapter considers five activities:
1.

A lesson on clothing layering systems; a tone-setting activity meant
to connect engineering concepts to understanding rules-of-thumb
and problems encountered in everyday life.

2.

A low-ropes

course tone-setting activity where students were

presented with a physical challenge. Considering the challenge
through the lens of free-body diagrams allowed students to be more
successful

and

use

their

engineering

science

worldview

to

understand a seemingly unrelated problem.
3.

Students constructing hauling systems using mechanical advantage.
In the first year of the program, while backpacking, students were
required to hang their food to protect it from rodents and bears. The
second year of the program students began sea kayaking and no
longer needed to do so as they could store their food in the plastic
boat hulls at night.
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4.

A desalination project. After the expeditions became sea kayaking
trips

students

designed

and

constructed

thermal

and

solar

desalination units while camping on a coastal island.
5.

Shelter building activities. Students in the first year of the program
(on backpacking trips) were required to sleep under tarp shelters
that they constructed. In later years of the program (while sea
kayaking) students built debris shelters using found materials.

Each of these projects provides unique insight into the challenges associated
with developing truly impactful projects. While some of the projects were not
meant to be impactful (i.e. the low ropes course activity) others were developed
with impact in mind (i.e. the desalination project and clothing layering systems)
but fell short of their intended impact. We will find that while situated projects
can be effectively used to accomplish some learning objectives, there are
additional difficulties and considerations regarding student motivation when a
project is almost, but not quite, impactful.

4.1

Methods
The analysis of the wilderness projects consists of analysis of interviews,

collected work, and instructor observations from the four years of the design for
the wilderness class. Discussions of each of the activities are excerpted from the
original interview transcripts. The interview excerpts are analyzed by year using
an open coding system to identify themes between years and within years.
Student work, such as desalination project reports and sketches are analyzed
using the themes that were established through open coding. Refer to Section
3.2 for a complete discussion of the methods used for analysis of the activities in
this and the previous chapter.
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4.2

Clothing Layering as Heat Transfer
An important learning objective of the overall design for the wilderness

curriculum was to encourage students to use an engineering science worldview
to solve problems and understand phenomena that they encounter in everyday
life. There is an arbitrary barrier that often exists between students' classroom
experiences and their lived experiences. Students often miss the connection
between concepts that they are learning in the classroom and their everyday
lives, and one of the objectives of this curriculum was to encourage students to
apply engineering concepts to problems encountered in daily life. To introduce
this learning objective we developed a classroom session during which students
considered clothing layering systems as a heat transfer problem.
Clothing layering for the wilderness is typically taught as a list of required
clothing for an activity, or by rules of thumb without much explanation, such as
"cotton kills". Considering the properties of various materials and what the
body is trying to accomplish through thermoregulation allows students to use
concepts from heat transfer to understand appropriate clothing choices and why
particular rules of thumb exist.
This classroom activity was specifically created to introduce the idea that
understanding and applying basic scientific theory to new problem domains
could bring understanding to problems that initially seem unfamiliar. While
most of the students were unfamiliar with how to dress in the North American
wilderness, they have encountered the concepts of convection, conduction, and
radiation, which could be applied to figure out how to dress appropriately for
this new environment.
As an example, in a windy environment a thin windproof shell will be just as
good as, if not better than, a thick sweater as the major mechanism of heat loss
will be from forced convection stripping away the layer of warmed air around
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the body. A loosely knit wool sweater would not be able to prevent this layer of
warmed air from being blown away as effectively as the shell despite it being
"warmer". A quantitative exploration of the relative contribution of convection,
conduction, radiation, and evaporative cooling to heat transfer in various
situations allows for an understanding of the relative magnitude of the losses,
and provides guidance regarding what mechanisms should be targeted first.
As another example, while walking around during the day, convection is an
important mechanism of heat loss; you are not particularly concerned with the
heat transfer through the soles of your shoes to the ground. However, when
lying on the ground in a tent at night, conduction to the ground becomes your
largest concern; the insulating value of the sleeping pad between you and the
ground is now more important than the heat transfer through convection.
These

thermal discussions

connect

classroom knowledge to everyday

experience; making connections that, for the most part, students had not made
when they were learning in the classroom. Jai Hao shared that, "It broadened my
view of what engineering has done for us [...] I don't think any one of us thought
of it that way before." As we can infer from that quote, it was not just that
students had not connected what they had been learning in the classroom to
everyday phenomena, it was also that students had not realized that what they
were learning has useful everyday applications. Put another way by Brian:
I realized that it puts a lot of the things that we've been learning into
perspective. The first lesson was about layering your clothes, right?
Basically we saw certain physics that we never really thought would ever
be used to teach these kinds of situations (like heat loss through
radiation, convection, conduction). Those are the kind of things that you
already know, and you've been tested on them before, but you've never
actually seen it being used in this way before, and you realized that the
things you learn are actually very applicable to real lfe.
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This increased understanding also accomplished our second goal of having
students feel like they better understood a new problem domain. As Brian went
on to say:

-

Ifound it pleasing that scientific concepts, what we learned in school,
were being applied to the wilderness. So, on one hand you would think
that they are kind of separated. Like science is science, and wilderness
you're out there, so you can't really use it - but it's linked. And then it
also helps people who are not that familiar with going out camping,
there's now more familiarity with it because we are touching on
something that we've done before.

This familiarity helped Sarah to "be more ready for the weather and the
environment we were going to face as well as how to best survive" and Ivan felt
that "we were given enough theory to actually take good care of ourselves during
the trip."
The students who found this activity most beneficial were those that had
more exposure to technical clothing and those that had previous experience on
wilderness expeditions. Students with previous experience were able to connect
two areas of experience together to generate further understanding of both
topics.
I never noticed why we had to wear non-cotton clothes while we're
doing outdoor sports until these lessons. I guess we take things for
granted, we don't seem to know or ask why things are done in a certain
way but they are actually the best way.

This increased understanding

provided

some of the

students with

confidence that they would be able to recover from uncomfortable situations. As
Sean shared:
I didn't expect it to be cold the first night, so I didn't sleep in the
sleeping bag. I woke up at 12:30 in the morning freezing. But then, with
the sleeping bag I know that I can get a layer of air inside and it's going to
keep me warm so I just stuck myself in the sleeping bag and got warm.
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However this attitude was not universal. Some students still resisted
approaching problems with a scientific mindset, not understanding that the
point of the exercise was to gain understanding of the general concepts that
could be applied in a useful manner rather than needing to perform the exact
calculations that were performed in the classroom environment.
Maybe if I were dying of hypothermia I would've been like, "Ah, show
me them equations again." But I don't know. For me they're two separate
things that - when you're actually in the real world - equations and all
that stuff it's nice, but again, though it may be perfect theoretically, in
actualpractice, there is that disconnect where you're like, "Ehhhh"
Wai Shun expressed a similar reluctance to consider experience from a
scientific perspective.
I think the classroom is not very helpful [...] It's more of an experience
[...] rather than, "Oh! In this terrain the ground is cold so that's

conduction so I should wear something that stops conduction. I think it's
less useful than just goingfor it.
However despite this reluctance he went on to describe the construction of a
jacket he owned from a scientific perspective, considering the intention behind
its design.
But another thing I paid attention to is that I have this jacket from
Columbia, and there's this silver lining on the inside so I think I have
more appreciationthat this perhaps stops radiation. So I wouldn't say it's
entirely not useful.
Despite

claiming

that

the

lesson

was

not

very

useful,

Wai

Shun

demonstrated one of the learning objectives from the experience; he was able to
clearly articulate the scientific reasoning behind a design decision in a product.
This was the real point of the lesson, not reviewing equations and formula for
heat transfer. While students are not expected to pull out their calculators and
figure out the exact rate of heat loss while on an expedition, considering the
relative contribution of different mechanisms of heat loss can help them make
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good decisions, while at the same time helping them to understand the design
decisions that others have made regarding the products they are using.
An interesting distinction arose around what students considered "learning
something new". There was a reluctance to describe learning how to apply a
topic the student already understood in a new context as learning something
new. As Ben put it, "I didn't feel like I learned much new, but it was interesting
to see it being applied." This is an intriguing finding in the context of an
engineering design class as engineering is commonly thought of as applied
science - the application of existing knowledge in new contexts is one of the
major activities of engineering. At this point in their academic career students
have spent much more time being exposed to new concepts than engaged in
applying knowledge to solve problems, and it is important to remember that
students may not yet have the same appreciation for the importance and value
of applying existing knowledge in new contexts as a practicing engineer.
As we will explore in future sections, students often overestimate how easy it
is to build a theoretical design or apply knowledge in a real world context. This
lack of appreciation for the importance of applying knowledge in new contexts
is an area that may be of particular importance for early engineering education
experiences.
4.2.1 CurricularChanges over Time
The thermal analysis of clothing was only included the first three years of
the program, the final year it was excluded due to time and instructor
constraints. Instead, the low ropes activity that will be discussed in the following
section was used to address the same learning objective.
The previous discussion considered the clothing-layering lesson as it was
generally received across the three years it was instructed. Each year some
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minor changes were made to the clothing layering classroom experience that
resulted in students reacting slightly differently to the curriculum across years.
The first year of the program the activity was introduced as a series of
worked examples to figure out the relative magnitude of heat lost through
conduction, convection, radiation, and evaporative cooling. Understanding the
relative impact of these mechanisms, we could consider how our clothing
choices could change the results.
In the second year of the program, the focus on the application of the
concepts was increased. The concerns of some students that studying the
equations themselves was not useful was addressed by spending less time doing
worked examples and instead providing students with handouts that provided
quantitative examples of the general contribution of different kinds of heat
transfer in various situations. This approach was not effective; with the worked
examples in hand, many students did not put in the effort required to
understand the conceptual results of applying the theory. Students became
intellectually lazy when they did not have to work out the equations themselves
and the post-course interviews give the impression that students were not as
successful as in previous years when connecting concepts to their upcoming
wilderness experience.
4.2.2 Where the Activity Failed
The major failure of our attempt to use clothing layering systems to develop
students engineering science worldview was that while students were given the
tools necessary to understand clothing layering, they were still able to fall back
on a rule-based system under which they did not apply their newly gained
knowledge. Students were provided with a detailed packing list of required
clothing. This list was used as a safety mechanism, as the most dangerous aspect
of the wilderness expedition was prolonged exposure to the elements and the
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risk of hypothermia. As each student only participated on one extended
expedition it was necessary to ensure that students packed the necessary
clothing the first time. Students were not able to learn from potentially
uncomfortable (but still safe) experiences across multiple shorter trips. This was
also a logistical constraint. The number of expeditions, number of students, and
limited course staff prevented much one-on-one interaction when preparing for
the expeditions. The night before leaving for expeditions an instructor would
meet with the students, run through the packing list, explain some of the items
based on the heat transfer properties that had been discussed, and offer to
answer any questions students had regarding the trip. However most of the
emphasis of that session was spent on making sure that students had noncotton layers, a waterproof layer, and if they did not then making sure they
could borrow them from someone else. It was easy to regard the list as items to
be checked off rather than a collection of decisions to be understood.
Star, a student in the first year of the program suggested exactly how the
curriculum could have been structured to be more impactful:
Before we go let us think about what to bring. I think that was the
only part you babied us a little bit. Like, what do you think you'll need,
and then we submit a list and you could talk about what we really don't
need and what we might have forgotten like water treatment or
something.
As mentioned previously, it was more useful to show students how
engineering science was connected to an experience in which they had already
participated. The students that had travelled in the wilderness before and that
were more familiar with technical clothing gained more from the experience and
had an easier time connecting the engineering science topic (heat transfer) to
the activity (clothing layering).
With this finding in mind, a new tone setting activity was developed and
delivered the last two years of the design for the wilderness class. Students were
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presented with a physical challenge, and only after struggling to succeed at the
activity were students asked to consider it from an engineering science
worldview. This ensured that all students had experienced and understood the
problem before attempting to solve it through the lens of engineering science.

4.3

Low Ropes Challenge
As discussed in the previous section, the clothing-layering lesson was meant

as a tone setting activity to demonstrate how students could apply scientific
concepts from the classroom to understand new and unfamiliar problems in
their everyday experience. One of the challenges that reduced the effectiveness
of this approach was students varying levels of experience with technical
clothing, and the break in time between the lesson discussing the theory behind
clothing layering and the experience of managing their thermoregulation in the
wilderness. Taking these results into account, a self-contained activity was
developed where students could immediately experience success after applying
an engineering science mindset to a seemingly unrelated challenge.5
Teambuilding

experiences

commonly

include low-ropes

course elements;

physical activities meant to encourage communication, trust, and other positive
collaborative attributes. One such teambuilding activity is known as the "wild
woozy". As depicted in Figure 5, the apparatus for the activity is constructed by
having two cables starting at a common anchor point (often a tree). The cables
are suspended in the air and get progressively further apart until they end at two

' The "engineering worldview" version of the wild woozy activity described in this chapter was first
developed in the content of a high-school science outreach program with Outward Bound
Thompson Island. In that context it was used as an activity to teach free-body diagrams as
students could experience the forces they were diagramming. We presented a workshop on this
activity at the 2017 Association of Experiential Education Northeast Regional Conference. The
version of the activity discussed in this chapter was modified for use with engineering students as
a tone setting activity.
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different anchor points spaced around 10 feet apart. The challenge is to have
one person balancing on each cable while attempting to both move as far away
from the starting point as possible.

Figure 5 Typical setup of the wild woozy. Students are balancing on cables suspended in the air
that get progressively further apart.

6 1 was

able to construct this low ropes activity on campus using two slackline kits and three trees
that were appropriately spaced in a green space on campus.
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The wild woozy activity is typically facilitated with a focus on trust,
commitment, and leaning in. Success is achieved through active coaching
changing the body positioning of the participants. In the typical progression
participants start by trying to balance directly on top of the cables. As we will
return to see, this is an unstable solution to the problem. More success is
achieved by pushing against the cable with your feet while leaning forward and
remaining as rigid as possible, pushing against the other participant. Achieving
the successful body position typically requires coaching to trust your partner,
and committing to leaning in - all verbal tactics to encourage participants to
push against their partner with all of their bodyweight. However, in this case,
students were instead coached to rely on an analysis of the forces in the system
using a free body diagram to illustrate the most stable solution to the challenge.
The wild woozy activity was introduced in a very deliberate manner to
clearly signpost that the curriculum was not focused on general leadership skills
but rather on engineering science content. Students would meet at the wild
woozy and the challenge would be explained (moving as far down the slack lines
as possible with their partner). All of the students would be given an
opportunity to try and accomplish the challenge. During their initial attempts
students would adopt the body position of the people illustrated in Figure 6:
bent at the waist while attempting to balance directly on top of the cables. This
is an incredibly unstable body position, as they must keep their center of gravity
directly above the cable by pushing and pulling against their partner who is
attempting to do the same thing at the same time.
After everyone in the group was given an opportunity to try the activity - it
was time to step in and begin to facilitate:
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Figure 6 Body positioning during initial attempt where students are hinged at the waist and
attempting to balance their center of gravity (FG) above the slackline. Students behind and below
are spotting the activity for safety.
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Figure 7 Students adopting the proper body positioning immediately after drawing free body
diagram. Pushing against the slackline (FCABLE) to Counteract the other forces in the system
(FGRAVIfY and FHANDS). Students behind and below are spotting the activity for safety.
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Some of you might have done low ropes activities like this before, and
if I were a normal facilitator you'd be expecting me to start talking in
terms of trust, communication, commitment, and leaning-in. But we
don't need any of that. We're engineers and we're going to approach this
challengefrom the perspective of engineering science.
At this point a flip chart and some markers would be made available to the
students and they were asked to draw the free-body diagram of the situation so
that they could consider the forces in the system. Students would draw the more
stable solution to the challenge as illustrated in Figure 7; Instead of balancing
directly above the cable, students would draw stick-figure participants pushing
against the cable to counteract the horizontal force from pushing against their
partner.
When the students were prompted to consider what it was they were doing
when originally attempting the activity, they would realize that they looked
more like the students in Figure 6 and were not attempting the most stable
solution to the problem. Returning to the activity students were now able to
focus on achieving the proper body positioning, and experienced greater
success.
I liked how you incorporatedthe physics lesson, and how once we
drew out the free body diagram where we saw what made sense, then we
could actually implement that idea and see it work right in front of us
immediately. That was cool to me because it was a direct application of
what we have learned and the results were quick.
The immediate success achieved after applying an engineering science
mindset helped to emphasize the potential benefits of applying classroom
knowledge to problems that seem unrelated to their classroom experiences.
Students also recognized that they would not have applied an engineering
science worldview to this activity if they had not been prompted to do so. This
highlighted the mental barrier that exists between what is learned in the
classroom, and everyday problems that are seemingly unrelated.
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None of us actually thought of it until you pushed us into thinking in
that direction. I think those are concepts that are so simple that we don't
really think of them in everyday life. [...] It's not thefirst thing that comes
to our mind because we did [the wild woozy] as an activity and we don't
really think of it as something that has to do with science.
We all have a lot of knowledge in terms of engineering f...] but when it
comes to real life we don't really know, like, "Oh, I can use it now." If you
are in a setting where we know we have to use it, then I think my brain
works that way, to think that way. But if you're in a totally different
setting, my brain wouldn't probably think about it at first.
This barrier highlights the importance of curricular approaches such as this
that encourage students to apply classroom knowledge in new environments.
One student took this criticism even further, criticizing the entire education
system

that

prepares

students

for

exams without

considering

real

life

applications.
I feel like when we are learning in classes, we just take things, we
learn them and then we don't really think of using them on a daily basis,
we just learn the physics. [...] We know the physics behind the free-body
diagram, but then when we are told to do [the wild woozy] we just do it,
we don't really go and think about the physics behind it. I think that's the
flaw in the current education system, it's really just a classroom setting,
and we just learn because the purpose of learning is to take the exam. [..
When we are doing stuff we are not really using our knowledge properly.
[...] If the education system changed, or we were more exposed to the
wilderness or taught the application behind [the things we learn], then it
might be more useful and the student can actually see the application
behind it rather than just studying because of the exam.
The wild woozy as an activity is a contrived teambuilding activity. There is
no compelling reason to walk across the cables beyond the students being asked
to, however it is a fun way to spend an hour or two, and students are quickly
able to experience success after applying an engineering mindset. While not an
authentic or impactful project it clearly sets the tone for the remainder of the
wilderness activities and accomplishes the objective of introducing how helpful
it can be to approach seemingly unrelated problems from an engineering
science worldview. This quick win is exactly what a tone-setting activity at the
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beginning of the curriculum was meant to accomplish. It clearly demonstrates
that students can be more successful in seemingly unfamiliar activities when
they pause and consider them from a theoretical perspective. This is a behavior
that needs to be practiced and the remainder of the curriculum was meant to
encourage.
The remainder of the activities in this chapter took place while on the
expedition associated with the design for the wilderness class. In contrast to the
wild woozy and clothing layering activities that were meant to set the tone and
encourage the type of thought students were expected to engage in while on the
expedition, the following three activities were opportunities for students to
engage in small design projects that addressed problems associated with
wilderness travel.

4.4

Hauling Systems (Bear Hangs)
The first project situated in the wilderness environment required students to

store their food elevated off of the forest floor at night. These systems were
constructed the first year of the program when the students were participating
on backpacking trips. It was necessary to safely store food at night so that
rodents, and larger animals such as bears, would not be able to break into the
food supply. A common approach to this problem in the wilderness is to
construct "bear hangs". A bear hang is a system designed to elevate food in a
backpack or another container above the ground in the forest, typically using
some mechanical advantage, so that bears and rodents cannot reach it.
As there are a variety of skills necessary to use rope as a tool, an on-campus
session was used to introduce the idea of mechanical advantage and to practice
constructing hauling systems. Students were given an opportunity to construct
hauling systems using mechanical advantage, taking into account factors such as
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system extension under load, force on anchors, frictional force, and material
breaking strength.
Students

then used this system while on the wilderness expedition,

examining how the build process and design considerations changed when
implementation is performed in an unknown natural wilderness environment.
Further extending this concept, while on the backpacking expedition, students
were challenged to design and construct a method to assist a person with a
broken leg to cross a stream. To successfully construct the rope bridge students
had to apply the skills learned during previous activities in novel ways.
The contrast between theory and practice became increasingly obvious as
students became users of their own designs. While theoretical knowledge
helped students understand the world around them and make predictions,
practice would often produce unexpected results.
We learned about pulleys in school but we never actually got to make
a pulley even in science class [...] then that's when we realized that
making a pulley is different from learning about it. It is unique but its
different because there was always that disconnect, we never got to do it
before and then [...] even though we know how a pulley should work we
cannot make a pulley.
Students would often be surprised by the role that friction played in their
designs. While it is easy to imagine systems with large mechanical advantage,
typically anything over a five-to-one system has so much friction that it becomes
less effective

than a

simpler approach.

In

the

following case students

underestimated the friction that would result when trying to pull a weighted
rope over a tree branch:
I was part of the second group that did the bear hang and the thing is
even though we had thefirst group there to give pointers on how to, let's
say, throw the rope over the branch and how to set up the system that
could actually haul up the bag, we realized that we ran into a lot more
issues than we expected. For example, using the branch as a pulley, that
did not work out as well as we thought. That was, yeah, so hard. We tried
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so many solutions, you know, like, we were having 50 problems pulling it
so we tried to create a more mechanically efficient system. So we tried to,
like, do like a three-to-one system and it didn't really work out, and then
we realized it is a simple problem of friction and we just solved it by
throwing over a carabineer and using it as a pulley instead [of the
branch].
In this example we see students attempting to solve a design challenge that
they have encountered as a result of their backpacking expedition. Students
encountered an unexpected problem when the friction from a running a rope
over a branch was much higher than expected. Students tried to solve this
problem by using mechanical advantage, but the gain within a three-to-one
system did not translate to a two-thirds reduction of force in practice.
This experience allowed students to attempt to construct a system that they
were familiar with from textbooks, and experience the difference between a
simplified model and the real world. While textbooks typically ignore friction
when describing mechanical advantage using pulleys, friction is a significant
consideration when constructing these systems in practice.
The first year of the program when the trips were backpacking expeditions
students really did have to elevate their food to keep it away from animals. This
served as motivation for the students, encouraging them to persevere through
issues that arose during the planning and construction. As one student put it,
"The bear hang was a real problem that we faced, and it was not nearly as
straightforward as I thought it would be." Students enjoyed the close connection
between what they had been learning and practicing in the classroom before the
expedition and the challenges that they encountered while in the wilderness.
The expedition is cool because you actually get to test out everything
you've learned and actually use the equipment.
The second year of the program the classroom experience of practicing rope
skills and constructing systems with mechanical advantage was kept in the
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curriculum. However, as the students were now travelling on sea kayaking trips,
they were simply able to put their food in the plastic kayak hull at night to
secure it from rodents. While an activity requiring students to use mechanical
advantage had been developed, it ended up being cut from the expedition
curriculum to allow more time for the other design activities to take place.
Students noticed this omission, as there was now a set of skills they had
been provided with that did not come up again during the wilderness
expedition. During the interviews at the end of the course many of the students
asked why we had not done anything with mechanical advantage during the
expedition.
I was thinking when we learned [...] the pulleys it would have been
nice ifwe got to try it out.
At the time the classroom session was instructed, the intention was for
students to apply these skills in the wilderness context. While students were
never directly told that this would be the case, they had been primed to expect
direct

connections

between

what they were

learning

in the classroom

environment and the wilderness expedition and were bothered by the lack of
follow-up.

4.5

Desalination Project
As mentioned previously, the second year of Design for the Wilderness the

expedition was changed from a backpacking trip in New Hampshire to sea
kayaking along the Maine coast. This change in location and mode of travel
provided the opportunity for the development of new design activities. A
secondary benefit of switching to sea kayaking as the mode of transport was that
it is much easier to transport large amounts of materials via boat than in
backpacks; this increased the range of potential materials that could be made
available for activities. To take advantage of the new environment, desalination
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was added as an activity the second year and included each of the subsequent
years.
The desalination project was situated in that it took place in the wilderness
environment. Students were challenged to build a desalination unit out of a box
of provided materials. Typically students had multiple scheduled times during
which they were able to work on their desalination units. The simplest form of
desalination is thermal desalination, where salt-water is heated so that it
evaporates and then allowed to condense on a cool surface and collected.
The analysis of this activity focuses on three aspects of the desalination
project that came to the forefront from the analysis of projects from all three
years. The first is motivation. The motivation for the project was modified across
the three years of the experience and we will examine how different approaches
affected student motivation. The second theme we will explore is students'
reluctance to use known solutions and an associated strong emphasis placed on
generating creative innovative solutions. The final topic we will examine is
students' tendency to focus on the wrong issues. Rather than thinking through
the theory and investigating multiple possibilities for the limited success they
were experiencing, students would often fixate on the most obvious, but not
necessarily most important, issue in their construction. This is likely also related
to students poor conceptual grasp of heat transfer topics.
4.5.1 Motivation
The most difficult aspect of the desalination project was motivating students
sufficiently to participate fully in the challenge. From analysis of interviews with
students after participating in the challenge it seems that lack of student success
was often the result of one of two pathways. Many students would express that
they had some idea regarding what would work to improve their design,
however they did not bother attempting their solution due to suboptimal
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weather conditions or not really needing to desalinate water for any real
purpose. The second pathway (that we will return to consider more fully later) is
that even when students did put in effort they often fixated on the wrong issues
instead of recognizing where the real bottleneck was in their desalination
systems.
Given the material and time constraints inherent in a wilderness expedition
it did not seem practical to require students to desalinate all of, or even a large
percentage of, their water. For our purposes thermal desalination was the
practical approach. Thermally desalinating a substantial amount of water would
require tens of liters of fuel, along with a substantial investment of time as the
actual throughput would likely be quite slow7 . The area in which we were
camping did not allow for open fires so other sources of fuel, such as wood, were
not available.
While it would be impractical for students to generate all of their water
through desalination the project prompt attempted to provide motivation
beyond the location in which the project was being constructed (an island
surrounded by salt water). The first two years of the project students were told
that a dessert would be available (brownies and/or cheesecake) that could only
be made with water that had been desalinated. Students were broken up into
their cook groups for the challenge (2-3 people). This approach did not seem to
provide any extra motivation, and in fact might have had detrimental effects.
Despite the attempt at providing motivation one student expressed, "I would
have pushed myself a bit more if there was some incentive; like if I had to drink
7 Ten student stoves measured in 2015 required between 14g and 35g of fuel to bring IL of water to
boil in the classroom environment (p = 2 2 g). The fuel requirement would likely be greater in the
wilderness environment. At a conservative 4L of water per person per day with 12 people on a 4day expedition, 5L of fuel would be required just to bring the required volume of water to an
initial boil. It would then be necessary to keep the water at a high temperature long enough for
the required volume of water to evaporate and subsequently condense.
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my own desalinated water". This was a near universal refrain when students
were asked about the challenge. In direct contrast to the stove projects that
students were using to cook their food, students felt the desalination activity
itself was clearly contrived, even with brownies on the line.
The final year of the design for the wilderness class the desalination project
was structured differently in an attempt to address the past issues with
motivation. Rather than relying on a personal incentive of being able to make
dessert, the challenge was turned into a competition. For the entire expedition
students had been divided into two teams who had been travelling, camping,
and participating in activities separately. These two teams of approximately
eight students were pitted against each other in a survivor-style competition.
The team that produced the most water by the end of the desalination challenge
would be the winner. The prize for winning was a dinner of homemade lobster
rolls at the lead instructors house after returning to Boston. This competition
served as a much more effective form of motivation, and students put a lot of
effort into their designs, as they wanted to win.
Competitions are a common structure for design classes; just as with the
wild woozy activity, students do not mind if an activity is contrived as long as it
is not presented in a dishonest fashion. When the curriculum attempted to
motivate students by having the water used to make dessert, students did not
buy into the false narrative. However when the curriculum embraced the fact
that the water itself didn't really matter, and turned it into a competition with
an external prize, students were far more motivated to take part. When
designing curricula it is important to recognize the difference between activities
with legitimate impact, and activities for which the lack of real impact should be
embraced rather than hidden with half-truths.
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As with any activity outside, the weather also presented a challenge for
motivation. When it was cold or raining students would be less likely to put
substantial effort into a successful desalination unit. As an example, one group
detailed how their design decisions centered on creating a project with a small
footprint so that it would fit completely under a tarp that they were using to
stay out of the rain.
4.5.2 Not Using the "Known"Solutions
When a project is not impactful (i.e. when students know they do not have
to rely on the successful operation of a design) students are willing to be far
more creative when approaching the design process. This creative license led to
students actively wanting to avoid building the prototypical approaches to
desalination that they were familiar with from textbooks and pop culture. Brian
put it, "We knew what works. So we're not going to try that." In fact, there was a
strong feeling that using a prototypical example design was being lazy or
cheating. Brian went on to say, "I mean it makes you want to try something
different and not just stick to what you know works and like sit back and just
[...] not do anything." Instead, students wanted to design approaches that were
"very creative, very innovative". They "tried to avoid designing something that is
similar to the traditional design."
Considered in the context of the profession of engineering, this reluctance to
start from known solutions is notable. A common early phase of the design
process is to go out and look for other solutions to the problem you are tackling.
Iterative improvement on known designs can be a productive avenue and
practicing engineers commonly rely on industry standards and best practices.
However, some students expressed a belief that thinking about known solutions
resulted in less creative final solutions:
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Researching existing solutions is something that is... It kind of stifles
creativity, but it allows you to make something. It's like a trade off Like if
you see what other people did, you'll be like, "Oh, that's a good idea. I
should do something like that." You might not get something that's
completely new but you'll get something that works.
This quote speaks more to outright copying of example designs rather than
using them as a source of inspiration.
This finding of students valuing new approaches over "known" approaches to
solving a problem is related to the finding discussed in Section 4.2 where
students valued learning new theory over applying concepts they already know.
The students taking part in this curriculum place a high premium on the new
and innovative. This finding may be somewhat an artifact of the particular
student population taking part. SUTD as an institution is particularly focused on
the role of innovation in engineering. SUTD's tagline is "a better world through
design" and describes its mission as "nurture[ing] technically-grounded leaders
and innovators to serve societal needs." Similarly MIT students likely also place
a strong premium on innovation and developing new solutions to problems.
When having students participate in this design challenge, it may have been
worthwhile to encourage students to consider the role that old "known"
solutions play in engineering practice. After participating in the desalination
project and reflecting on what they learned one student did remark, "before you
try to do any creative designs [you should] first understand what the pros and
cons of each traditional design [is] then you can pick up all their pros and then
combine and come out with a new design."
Another common outcome was that after failing to build both an innovative
"new" solution and then a "known" solution, students would come around to the
idea that the "simple" known solutions were not so simple to implement.
In textbooks you're like, "okay, if you want to have a setup to distill
water and something you just do this, this, this, and then you're set."And
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in the real world it isn't so simple [...] just because it's so simple in the
ideal world doesn't mean that it's as simple to implement in the real
world.
Students were very often surprised by how little success they were having
when trying to desalinate water.
I watched a few videos on [desalination]before and [...] it's like, "Oh,
that's easy". Then when you actually try it and you can't get a few drops
of water it is really depressing. Yeah, and then it taught me it was a lot
harder than it looks.
After failing at some creative approaches to desalination, one group decided
to start over using a more traditional approach.
"OK. You know what, they gave us these rods for a reason, let's do it the
conventional method." Which turned out to be harder than expected because we
needed to condense it too and looking at the materials I could not understand... I
could not think of a way to have a condenser [...] So it's like, "Oh. This is hard."
Overall I thought I learned the application more because most of the sciences are
quite familiar but the application is where it really made me think more in a
pragmaticsense how it can be achieved.
Students commonly overestimate how easily ideas can be successfully
implemented.
4.5.3

Fixating on the Wrong Problems

It took until the second year of the desalination challenge until a group
successfully desalinated more than a few drops of water. The main reason for
this was that students would typically focus on issues that were not the
bottlenecks (i.e. rate limiting stages) in their desalination systems.
A common failure mode is that students would often fixate on preventing
any steam from escaping from the system. When describing their efforts these
students would often talk about how they worked to make their projects
"airtight" or how they worked to "seal" the system.
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If we could find a way to seal this I think it would be great. I think it
might have really worked.
The first year of the program some students did identify that the primary
issue was cooling the steam down to promote condensation, but they were not
able to identify a technique for doing so.
We didn't have a thing to cool it down. Basically, all we needed to do
was cool it down.
While some students simply did not consider using the unlimited nearby
supply of seawater to conduct heat away other students stumbled conceptually.
Consider the following interview transcript.
Student: It didn't go well because the coldest thing we had was the
atmosphere. [...] We were thinking, maybe the seawateris colder than the
air. It turns out it's not. It's actually really warm. When we dipped our
hand inside, it was so warm. So we were like, "Iguess not."
Interviewer: But would [the sea water] have conducted the heat away
better though maybe?
Student: I don't know. We thought, "If it's warmer than the air
around us, might as well use the air." If [the copper pipe] is colder, it's
going to condense.
Even with further prompting by the interviewer the student did not come
around to the idea that the rate of heat transfer from using sea water on the
copper pipe would be higher than that of relying on air.
It was the second year of the desalination project before a team was
moderately successful. Zheng walked us through his teams process:
My team was the one where we had a really, really long pipe for
desalination. We had a constant stream of water. [...] The second time we
tried [...] there was steam passing through the entire pipe. How we knew
that was that we actually put the metal bowl at the end. There was
condensation all over it, meaning the steam was going through but it
wasn't condensing enough. So we are basically just transferring the hot
air out from one side to the other which wasn't making sense at all.
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In this excerpt we see that Zheng has identified the primary issue, which is
that hot steam is traversing the length of the copper pipe and then simply
exiting to the atmosphere. He then thinks back to an apparatus that was part of
a chemistry experiment which he uses as a generative metaphor to come up
with a solution to this problem using the materials available at hand.
When we were doing [a chemistry experiment], we had to use a
certain apparatus. We input steam at one side, and water would come
out on the other side. [The apparatuswas] just to cool the tube to ensure
condensation. So I was like, why not just pour the remainingsea water we
have on the tube? The moment we poured it, water started coming out
the other end.
However Leana, another member of the team, described the sequence of
events in a different fashion.
[The copper tube] was really hot and I wanted to move it, so I was
like, "I'm gonna pour water on this thing to make it a little cooler." And
then I shifted it over half a centimeter, because of the way the hill was
aligned. And it turned out that shifting, that pouring the water, made
water come out the other end. So I poured the water on it to move it over,
not so that water would come out. [...] I shifted it over because it needed
to be shifted over and then I just kept cooling it. If we had more time, we
would have had water around the thing so I didn't have to keep pouring
water all over it. But I think we did okay with the time we were given.
The third student in the group provided a telling of events more in line with
Zhengs:
The magic happened when Leana started cooling it down with
seawater. Yeah. Because we noticed there was a lot of steam coming out
from [the end]. We knew it was some kind of bottleneck that we needed to
cool it down. And once you cooled it down it startedworking.
In this situation it is unclear what the true reason was for pouring water on
the copper tube, but in either case the students recognized the effect that this
had on the output of their desalination project and continued their efforts.
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4.5.4 The "Uncanny Valley" of Motivation
Before moving on to consider the final series of design projects, we will first
more deeply consider what was learned from students motivation to participate
in the desalination design project.
Considering differences between years, we saw that if the outcome of a
design project is not impactful students were more motivated by adding an
external competitive element (a competition with a prize after the trip) rather
than adding an element to try and make the outcome more meaningful (making
brownies using only water you were able to desalinate). The desalination project
itself has a fairly meaningless outcome, only generating a small amount of
desalinated water; students were more motivated by making the situation more
contrived and competitive rather than somewhat-but-not-really-impactful.
A helpful metaphor when considering the relationship between
authentically impactful a project is and how motivated

how

students are to

participate is the "uncanny valley" from robotics. First published in the 1970s
(M. Mori 1970), the uncanny valley represents the idea that humanoid robots
become more likeable as they become more human-like until a point at which
they are not-quite-human and the small differences become "eerie or unsettling"
leading

to

repulsion

(MacDorman

and

Ishiguro

2006;

Masahiro

Mori,

MacDorman, and Kageki 2012). In much the same way that imperfectly human
robots are repulsive to humans, imperfectly impactful projects appear to be
repulsive to students. When projects are almost but not quite impactful
students are less motivated than when projects are fully contrived or fully
impactful.
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Figure 8 Desalination project "uncanny valley" of student motivation

Figure 8 provides an example of this motivation vs. impact curve applied to
the desalination project. Students were not motivated to participate when the
impact was using what little water was produced to make dessert. The outcome
of the project almost mattered - but not really. Students indicated they would
be far more motivated if they had to generate all of their drinking water with the
desalination project. On the other hand, turning the project into a competition
and removing the need to use any water that was generated also resulted in
students motivated to participate.
While not a perfect metaphor, as impact was decreased while adding a
competitive

element,

this

example

highlights an important relationship.

Students can be motivated by experiences where the actual performance of their
project does not matter (just that it is better than someone else's) and also by
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situations where the performance matters a lot. However, there is a significant
drop of motivation in situations where the outcome matters a little, but not in a
truly impactful way.
This same pattern emerges again as we consider the shelter-related projects
in the following section.

4.6

Shelters
In 2014 and 2016 structure building projects were included in different

contexts. The first year of the program (2014), when backpacking, students were
provided with a four-foot by ten-foot plastic sheet and string. Using these
materials, each individual student had to construct a tarp-shelter under which
they would sleep for two nights. Students were not informed ahead of time that
this would be the sleeping system and none of the students thought to ask if we
would be using tents while on the expedition, so it ended up being a surprise.
I thought we were going to have like actual tents. And the fact that
we had to make our own [...] was really cool.

Like the stoves, students were responsible for building their own shelters
and then experiencing the consequences of their design decisions. The morning
after sleeping in their shelters for the first time the group would go from shelter
to shelter and discuss what had worked well and where there was room for
improvement. Students began to consider characteristics like airflow, wind
protection, the slope of the ground, if the surrounding terrain would channel
water to flow along under their tarp, and other similar design factors. Students
then had the opportunity to make any changes they desired to their setup.
We were given some time to build a tent. So, it was interesting to see
how we got to build the first design of the tent, sleep in it, and then, on
the second day decide how it could be improved. And, I think that really
helps, like, allowing us to spend a night first before refining the design on
the second day.
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When the expeditions switched to sea kayaking trips students were given
commercial backpacking tents. The coast of Maine was prone to much worse
weather

and

much

stronger

winds

than

students

experienced

on the

backpacking trips in inland New Hampshire. The trips were also longer, which
made having strong and effective shelters available a greater safety concern. The
second year of sea kayaking expeditions (2016) two structure building activities
were added: students built a tower out of spaghetti to tone-set and scaffold

debris-shelter building.
The spaghetti tower tone-setting activity 8 was meant to have students
rapidly execute a design/build task. Each group of four students was provided
with a handful of dry spaghetti noodles, some tape, some string, and a
marshmallow. The goal was to build the tallest freestanding tower possible with
the marshmallow on top. Students enthusiastically participated in the tower
building competition, attempting to build taller towers than their peers despite
the lack of an explicit prize or reason to compete (beyond bragging rights).
Teams then debriefed their design process and their team communication
before starting the larger project of building a debris shelter.
After discussing their approach to building the spaghetti structures and how
they planned on approaching the next design task based on that experience,
students were dispatched to construct debris shelters. Debris shelters are
constructed by using deadfall (i.e. dead trees that have fallen over on their own)
and other natural materials along with terrain features. While more difficult and
labor intensive to construct than a shelter with a tarp, building debris shelters is
a common wilderness activity. Given the challenge of building enough shelter

8 Based on Tom Wujec's popular 2010 TED talk "Build a tower, build a team" that highlighted his

surprising finding that teams of kindergarteners build taller towers than CEOs and promoted the
role of rapid prototyping and questioning assumptions.
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for everyone, and the potential for bad weather, students were told that sleeping
in the debris shelter that night was optional.
While students generally reported enjoying working on the debris shelter,
student's efforts were often lacking.
I think that was reallyfun, because my group made a very nice tent
that you could stay under. We didn't finish half of it though because we
were tired.

Students were given three hours to work on their debris shelters, however
many groups would stop working around halfway through that time. When one
student was asked why they thought students had stopped working early they
responded:
I think it was because you said that we didn't have to sleep in them,
people stopped taking it seriously. I mean the infatuation stage just died
out, and they stopped working on it because they didn't have to sleep in it.

Like the desalination project, students often suggested that making the
project impactful (requiring students sleep in the shelter) would provide for
much greater motivation.
If you force people to sleep in it, I think people would take it more like
a challenge and that would make it really good. [...] what makes these
challenges effective is the fact that you're actually going to use them. The
fact that you have an immediate need for it, you're going to use it, you're
doing thisfor yourself

Unlike the desalination project, we were able to see this difference in action.
Some students decided that they wanted to sleep in the debris shelters that they
were constructing, and this affected the motivation of their entire group.
So initially, I was very... half-hearted. I just wanted to do a debris
shelter 'cause I knew that I definitely wouldn't be sleeping in it tonight if
it was going to rain. And then halfway while we were [building] it,
[another student] told me he definitely wants to sleep in it tonight. [...]
Now that there's a different constraint, [...] I knew I had to put in all my
effort because you can't do a job that was just half-assed. So, we ended up
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putting all our minds to it, we actually made a really, really good debris
shelter.
While some students chose to sleep under their debris shelter, another
group found a different approach make the project more impactful.
We knew that given the rain, we probably didn't want to all sleep [in a
debris shelter]. So we were like, "Okay, if we don't want to sleep under it,
what are we going to do with it?" So then we turned it into a shoe shelter,
which worked out fairly well. [...] Our shoes were more dry than [...] the
night before when we just left them out under the tents.
Our experiences with students building towers out of spaghetti, debris
shelters, and tarp shelters follows the same uncanny valley curve of motivation
versus impact that we observed with desalination in the previous section. As
Figure 9 illustrates, once again students are motivated to participate in a
contrived structure building activity (using spaghetti) and in an impactful
structure building activity (sleeping under a tarp or debris shelter) but when
presented with an optional opportunity to sleep under a debris shelter most
students were not motivated to complete the activity and stopped working long
before the allotted time was complete.
Student motivation is likely also related to the duration of the activity. The
spaghetti structure building activity is completed quickly enough that students
are unlikely to tire of participating, even though it is contrived. In the case of the
debris shelter, more effort over a longer period of time is required and students
are not motivated to complete the task unless it is truly impactful (i.e. someone
is sleeping in the debris shelter).
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Figure 9 Shelter building "uncanny valley"

While the dip in motivation that occurs when students engage in almostimpactful projects is most clearly illustrated by the desalination and structure
building activities, it echoes across the other projects students were asked to
participate in. As a principle of curriculum design impactful activities must be
truly impactful for students to be motivated. Students are not motivated to
participate in activities that are almost but-not-quite impactful.

4.7

Summary of Findings on Situated Projects
In this chapter we have seen that in-situ (or situated) projects have a place in

authentic engineering design experiences despite their lack of impact.
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As the wild woozy activity clearly demonstrates, contrived activities have a
place as tone-setting activities and allow for clear, quick, self-contained lessons
that can connect students' classroom knowledge

to everyday life. These

activities are most effective when students already have experience with the two
domains of knowledge being connected.
When working on projects that are not impactful, students feel that they are
able to be more creative. Students early in their engineering career may
associate creativity with an unwillingness to consider known solutions, and
seem to place to great a premium on only attempting novel solutions to
problems. Similarly, students may need to be encouraged to appreciate the value
of learning to apply concepts, rather than learning new concepts.
While students are motivated to participate in impactful design projects,
students

are indifferent towards

almost-impactful

design projects.

When

designing curricula it is important to recognize the difference between activities
with legitimate impact, and activities for which the lack of real impact should be
embraced rather than hidden with half-truths.
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Chapter 5
Persisting Beyond Product Development
The previous chapters considered a curriculum that was developed to
authentically introduce students to the design process near the beginning of
their college education. This chapter considers a more traditional designlearning environment, a capstone product design class in the Mechanical
Engineering department at MIT.
The class examined in this chapter, Product Engineering Process, is most
commonly referred to by its course number, 2.009 (two-double-oh-nine), and is
a capstone mechanical engineering class at MIT. As with many capstone design
classes, students are placed on a team and expected to develop a new product.
This class is somewhat unique in that it places a strong emphasis on students
defining the problem themselves and developing both depth and breadth across
multiple potential product concepts. Teams only decide on a final product
concept to pursue during the eighth week of the class. This leaves seven weeks
for development of the final prototype.
Unlike many capstone design classes that focus on a connection to industry
by having the problems come from industry partners (as discussed in Chapter
2), the teams in 2.009 work on problems and projects that are largely generated
from within the team. Each team of students is meant to "emulate what
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engineers might experience as part of a design team in a modern product
development firm". In essence this class is built around legitimate peripheral
participation, as students are mentored and coached to act as engineers at a
product design firm, identifying potential market opportunities and developing
a potential product to capture that market.
Occasionally the class does not just simulate the experience at a product
design firm, the class instead serves as the starting point of successful products
and companies. After the final presentation, the class is presumably over.
However, every year one or two teams continue working on their product
beyond the end of the class. Sometimes very little progress is made before the
continued work peters out, however successful companies have also emerged.
This capstone design class is not explicitly meant to spinout companies, and
does not explicitly exist in the context of the entrepreneurial ecosystem at MIT.
Despite this the class has gained a reputation and many students participate in
the class with some hope of developing a product that persists beyond the end
of the class. 9 This hope is bolstered by the examples of successful products from
previous years that are celebrated on campus. Despite this, at the end of the
class most teams disband. Why it is that some teams persist and some teams do
not? In this chapter we will explore what factors may contribute to student
teams continuing to work on a product beyond the end of their classroom
experience.
Understanding what factors are related to team persistence may inform the
development of design classes. Even if the goal of a capstone design class is not

9 To learn more about the class I served as a mentor for a team in 2017. When students introduced
themselves in the first lab session many expressed a desire to hopefully create a product that they
could continue to work on after the class ended. My team did not persist, while two others from
that year did.
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to spinout companies' these teams are interesting to examine as the students
on them are fully participating as engineers in an authentic context. Continuing
to work on introducing a product to market after a class ends is an authentic
expression of engineering and understanding differences between the teams
that persist and those that do not could help indicate factors that encourage the
development of engineering self identity.

5.1

Class Structure
2.009 is offered

each Fall and

meets the capstone

requirement

for

mechanical engineering students at MIT. The course is described as follows:
In 2.009, Product Engineering Processes, students work in large
teams of approximately 15-20 individuals to design and build working
alpha prototypes of new products. Students learn about creativity,
product design, working within a budget, and gain unifying engineering
experience. The course is designed to emulate what engineers might
experience as part of a design team in a modern product development
firm.
The effort spans the early phases of product development,
including: opportunity identification; generating ideas; gathering
customer and market data; selecting ideas, devising concepts and
building sketch models; building and testing mockups; customer
evaluation of mockups; embodiment design; and construction of a high
quality functioning alpha prototype.
The large teams must work effectively to realize this task, so
students also learn about group dynamics, team roles and management,
consensus building, and the value of communication.
Each year the teams work on projects unified by a theme. At the
end of the course, teams present their work to a live audience of -1100
practicing product designers,
entrepreneurs,
academics, and
classmates, as well as a significant webcast audience. In 2016 there were
also over 15,000 unique viewers on-line.

An important question not considered is if this would be a poor goal to explicitly set. This
chapter is not encouraging the development of design classes structured to result in spinout
companies, however that could be an interesting question for future research.
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At the beginning of the term students are divided into eight teams of
approximately even size. Each team has an assigned lab instructor who is
typically a faculty member or experienced industry-based designer. Each team
also has a few mentors assigned; mentors are either upper-year graduate
students experienced in design or practicing industry professionals. The lab
instructor and mentors meet with their team for one 3-hour lab session per
week.
The class is structured around a series of milestones (illustrated in Figure 10)
that provide the opportunity for feedback from experienced designers and
subject

matter experts.

Teams

are split into two sections

that work

independently in "cooperative competition" the first seven weeks of the course.
As explained on the course website:
A team is comprised of two lab sections that initially work in
cooperative competition to generate design alternatives- the team
works in full cooperation only after the mockup review. Cooperative
competition means the two sections will work in parallel, sharing
information and coordinating resources as appropriate, but they will
also develop their initial ideas independently. This is an effective way to
ensure that a diverse range of ideas are investigated-rigor in breadth.
The approach increases the likelihood that there is a very strong single
concept to select after the mockup review, and it also allows students
practice managing a smaller group (-10) before working solely as a
larger team.
The milestones each focus on a particular element of the design process and
provide the opportunity for students to practice presenting and receiving
feedback from expert practitioners. Other than the three ideas presentation,
each milestone requires the construction of sketch models or prototypes of ever
increasing fidelity.
The three ideas presentation is the first design milestone. Each section
prepares posters illustrating their three best ideas. The posters are pitched with
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a 40 second "elevator pitch". Using feedback from the three ideas presentation,
each section continues to pursue multiple possible design concepts.
ww.W..

Mockup

3 keas per section

2 mockups per section

A...y

Mnal

1assembly

1alpha

prototype

ago&

Skafthmi -do

P"TechnkMa
1concept per team

3 models per section

1(almost) prototype

Figure 10 2.009 team workflow (from class website)

The sketch model review takes place approximately two weeks later. Each
team section gives a formal presentation that includes sketches and simple CAD
models,

along

with three

sketch

models

representing

design concept

alternatives. The sketch models can answer questions associated with multiple
different product ideas, or all represent different approaches to the same
product idea.
The mockup review consists of short formal presentations followed by a
question and answer session in the lab where reviewers can interact with the
mockups constructed by students. Teams are converging towards their best
ideas and each section is expected to build mockups (visual and/or functional)
of their two leading design concepts. These mockups should address key
challenges associated with that product concept.
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Table 13 Typical Course Schedule

Milestone

Week of Course

3 ideas presentation

4

Sketch model review
Mockup Review

6
8

Selection of Final Product Idea

9

Assembly Review

10

Technical Review

12

Final Presentation

15

After the mockup review the sections no longer work independently and
combine into one team. The team selects a final product concept to pursue,
using feedback from the mockup review.
After making a final selection over halfway into the semester, students
rapidly iterate to an alpha prototype for the final presentation after two more
review milestones. A typical course timeline is given in Table 13. The assembly
review and technical review are separated by approximately two weeks; the final
presentation takes place after a final three-week push. It is not uncommon for
product concepts and designs to change radically between reviews based on
feedback. From 2009 to 2017 the exact dates and spacing of the milestones has
varied slightly but generally stayed within one week of the representative
schedule given in Table 13.

5.2

Methods
To explore what factors contribute to students continuing to work on a

project beyond the end of the class we will be examining timesheet data from
eight years of 2.009. While participating in 2.009 students are asked to fill in
weekly timesheets. These timesheets are meant as a reflective tool for students,
allowing them to consider how they are spending their time. Students were
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clearly informed that course staff did not look at the timesheets and they were
not used for grading. The prompt provided to students follows:
In professional design practice we are typically required to track
and bill our time to the different projects on which we are working.
Different types of activities are often billed at different rates, so the type
of activity is also recorded.
We are using an online timesheet tool to make the process as
convenient as possible. The categories of the timesheet are fairly
detailed, so please make entries into your timesheet on a regular, daily
basis when you are working on 2.009 project... when your memory is
fresh.
Use in 2.009
From a learning viewpoint, the structure of the timesheets provide
a reminder of the types of things one is likely to be doing in a product
development process, and reflecting upon your effort will help to
improve skills estimating how long different types of tasks take, and
what they would cost in practice. Additionally, the aggregate time data
and labor cost estimates will be useful for your team in developing your
product's business model.
Your timesheets are private. Your lab instructors, who are
responsible for grading, will not see the timesheets. The course
instructors and the TAs will also not see your timesheet. A 3rd party
will check your submissions, which are due the day after each project
milestone, and provide feedback on recording. Aggregate time data (not
individual) will be provided to your team for the purpose of labor cost
estimation. Also, the course instructor will use the aggregate
information in the timesheets (after the class is over) to improve the
2.009 product development process through a detailed understanding
of the resources needed during different phases of the project. Please
bill your time as correctly as possible since the goal is to obtain accurate
information.
As students have been clearly informed that the timesheets are not seen by
the course staff and do not influence grades, social desirability bias should be
minimized in this dataset. In other words, students should be less likely to overreport to demonstrate that they are working hard or to get a higher grade. As we
will explore more fully in a later section, this may have contributed to lowering
response rates over the duration of the class. While some weeks early in the
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semester see nearly a 100% response rate, towards the final presentation average
response rates drop below 80%.
The student timesheets from 2009 to 2017 are considered, excluding 2013
when a different system was used and did not produce useful data. The 8 years
of data consist of 133,999 entries from 1,138 unique students on 64 teams (8
teams per year).
The timesheet entry form was not made available to students at the same
time during the semester each year. There is only data available for the time
spent working on the first milestone (the three ideas presentation) for five of the
eight years as summarized in Table 14. Some years students were asked to go
back and enter hours from the weeks before the three ideas presentation by
memory, resulting in limited data. Taking into account the missing and
incomplete data, hours from the first milestone are excluded from most of the
analysis so that teams are compared using equivalent data.

Table 14 Summary of 2.009 enrolment and available data
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Year

Enrollment

2009
2010
2011
2012

125
149
99
141

2013

-

-

2014
2015
2016
2017

183
163
138
132

21to24
18to22
17 to 18
15 to 19

15
16
11
16

to
to
to
to

16
20
14
19

Teams that
Persisted

Data from first
milestone?

1
1
1
1

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

-

Team
Size

1
1
2
2

No
No
No
Yes

Excluding data from the first milestone excludes information on the earliest
stage of the design process. This is when students are engaged exclusively in
ideation before beginning to construct prototypes. However after the three ideas
presentation students engage in further ideation while in parallel beginning to
develop sketch models. Not having data from the beginning of the course likely
contributes to some of the initial design and research activities being under
reported.
As enumerated in Table 14, each of the eight years we are examining had one
or two teams persist beyond the end of the class. In total 11 of the 64 teams
persisted. Persisting is defined as any meaningful development activity or
movement towards commercialization after the class has ended. While some of
the products are still in use today, under active development, or commercially
successful ventures, others are no longer under development after a brief period
of activity. The list of teams that persisted was generated with the help of the
lead instructor of the course.
When entering their timesheet information students indicated if they were
working alone or working together with other students and selected a design
activity from a list of 33 activities. The list is broadly grouped into six categories:
designing, researching, prototyping, testing/debugging, planning, and other.
The individual design activities along with the detailed descriptions provided to
students are given in Table 15.
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Table 15 Complete listing of timesheet design activities

Category / Activity

_FDetailedDescription
Designing

identifying design problems

time spent choosing the general problem(s) that your
project will address, or finding specific problems with
your design or a competitor's product

generating design concepts

time spent on generating concepts by brainstorming
out loud, by sketching, and by writing down ideas.

selecting design concepts or
details

time spent determining which idea(s) to adopt or
what approach(es) to take in order to solve a problem.

sketching ideas

time spent sketching out details of what an idea
might look like or how it might work; excludes
brainstorming.

CAD modeling

specify part and program used

writing about your project

including writing in your design notebook and
documenting the design on the wiki; excludes purely
administrative writing

Prototyping
procuring materials

finding options for things that need to be sourced,
finding where to purchase materials, and purchasing
materials

fabricating parts

measuring, laying out parts, machining parts

finishing

including painting, sanding, and other work to make
the already functional parts look product-worthy

assembling

putting together parts of your design
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Category / Activity

DetailedDescription
Researching

conducting focus groups with
users
observing in the field

includes observing people (users) or places

communicating in other ways
with users/clients
researching the market

time spent determining which companies are
players/competitors in the market and information
about potential customers

benchmarking/looking at
competitive products

including finding related products, studying them,
and comparing them

searching/reviewing patents
searching/reviewing nonpatent product-related
literature

including research on sub-parts of your project (e.g.,
what material or motor to use); may include the web,
textbooks, journals, newspapers, video

Testing / Debugging
testing/debugging without
client/user

testing/debugging your design or subsystems of your
design

testing/debugging with
client/user

testing/debugging time in which a client or a
potential user tries out your project
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Category / Activity

Detailed Description
Planning

organizing via meetings

time in meetings spent organizing the team,
delegating tasks, deciding who does what, when to
meet next

organizing via email, phone,
messaging, etc.
preparing for class, lab,
meetings

planning activities that do not fit in above categories
(design, research, prototyping, testing/debugging);
e.g., reading lab notes

preparing presentations
practicing presentations

Other
conflict management

helping team members work through conflicts;
counseling teammates

attending class lectures

record class attendance here, even if it involves
activities that could be recorded elsewhere

attending design milestones

record design milestone attendance here, even if it
involves activities that could be recorded elsewhere
and even if it occurs in class.

recording timesheet data

time spent working on the timesheet

thinking on your own

spending time simply thinking about the project
without any tangible results such as sketches or
prototypes

hanging out in lab

in lab, but not working on anything in particular

other

please describe the type of activity
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This analysis seeks to understand what factors may influence a teams
decision to continue working on a project beyond the end of a class. Examining
the timesheet data from eight years of the class provides us with the opportunity
to understand if teams who continue to develop a product after the class ends
engage in the design process in a different manner than the teams who do not
persist.

5.3

Results
As our analysis considers the behavior

of teams, it is important to

understand how the teams varied. Teams ranged in size from 11 to 24 students,
with team size being approximately even within years and differences in
enrolment representing the major differences in team size between years. The
lowest enrollment was in 2011 (99 students) with teams having 11 to 14 students
and the class reached a peak in 2014 (183 students) with 21 to 24 students per
team. Across all eight years the mean team size is 18 students.
5.3.1

Response Rate

Before beginning our analysis we will first examine the response rate of
students across the semester as shown in Figure 11. While many teams have all
of the students reporting timesheets from the three ideas presentations until the
mockup review there is a fairly significant drop off on reporting through the
final four milestones. There were multiple years that the online timesheets were
not available until the three ideas presentation and students were optionally
able to retroactively enter timesheet information, this is visible in the sharp
uptake at the beginning of the semester when many teams have low response
rates.
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Figure 11 response rate across the semester of teams that persisted vs. teams that did not persist.
The colored bands represent the appromixate time period in which each milestone occurred.

As we can see in Figure HI, the teams that persisted had a higher percentage
of students submitting at least some timesheet data each week. This finding
indicates that that the students on teams who persist appear to be more
engaged in the class, more faithfully completing class requirements such as
filling in timesheets, and remain more engaged with the class over the course of
the semester.
This finding also provides some indication towards how we should interpret
our future findings. The number of hours spent working on the later milestones
is likely underreported. Table 16 displays the response rate for each milestone;
students are counted as long as they submit a timesheet once during the entire
milestone. The response rate decreases across milestones. While the 3 ideas
presentation, sketch model review, and mockup review have almost 100%
response, by the time of the final presentation the average team that persists
only has 86.2% of students responding and the average team that does not
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persist has fewer than four out of five students submitting a timesheet. The
disparity of response rates between teams that persist and teams that do not
persist also likely indicates that the hours worked by teams who did not persist
are comparatively underreported. This difference is significant for the final
presentation milestone response rate.
5.3.2 FactorsInfluencing Team Persistence
To consider what factors may have influenced team persistence on projects
we will examine the teams from three perspectives. First we will consider the
total number of hours reported. Do teams who persist spend more time in
general working on their projects before the end of the class? Second we will
consider the time that students spent on each course milestone. Do the teams
who persist put more effort into specific milestones? The third section will
consider individual design activities. Over the entirety of the class do the teams
who persist spend more of their time engaged in specific design activities?

Table 16 Response rate for each milestone

Percentage of Team Members Reporting
Milestone

Teams that Persist

Teams that did not

3 ideas presentation

100

99.9

Sketch model review

99.0

98.6

Mockup Review

98.9

97.9

Assembly Review *

96.4

91.1

Technical Review *

92.6

86.1

86.2

78.0

Final Presentation
* p < 0.10

***

I ** p < 0.05

|

p < 0.01 Welch Two Sample t-test)
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5.3.3

Total Hours Worked

Figure 12 shows the total number of hours reported by students on each
team. Teams who persist are represented by green and teams who did not
persist are represented by red. There is very large variation in the total number
of hours reported: a minimum of 1747 to a maximum of 5144 (a difference of
almost three hundred percent). There appears to be a slight trend towards
teams who persist spending more total time, however this is not a significant
difference and as we previously noted, teams who persist have a higher response
rate throughout the course which is likely comparatively increasing their total
reported hours. The mean number of hours reported by a team that persisted is
3378 whereas the mean number of hours reported by a team that did not persist
is 3137. In general we find that the teams that persisted are neither those that
worked the most hours, or those that worked the least.
Rather than considering total time, a more meaningful relationship to
examine is the total number of hours reported on each team normalized by the
number of students. The large variation visible in Figure 12 may be an artifact of
the difference in the number of students per team (which ranged from 11 to 24
depending on the year). Each student presumably has a fixed maximum number
of hours per week available for work, and the variation may be simply explained
by teams with more students reporting more time spent working.
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Figure 12 The total hours reported by each team.

As demonstrated by Figure 13, the variation is not well explained by team
size, as there is still a large variation in the mean number of hours reported by
students across teams. The minimum is 105 hours per student on Team 6 and
the maximum is 280 hours per student on Team 74. The maximum mean hours
worked on a team is 266% more than the minimum (compared to 294% when
comparing total hours). Comparing the teams that persist and those that do not
persist, the average student on a team that persists puts in slightly more hours
than the average student on teams that do not persist, but this is still not a
significant difference.
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Figure 13 The average number of hours worked by a student on each team (calculated by dividing
the total hours reported by number of students on the team). Given the large variation, team size
does not explain the large variation in total hours reported.

Given that the average number of hours reported per student varies widely
across teams, factors other than team size must influence how many hours each
student reports. Another possible explanation for the variation in hours worked
between teams would be that while the course was instructed in a similar
manner across the eight years we are considering, curricular changes could
result in changes in student effort between years.
Figure 14 presents boxplots considering the average hours worked by a
student on each team across years. The box represents the inter-quartile range
(IQR) (i.e. the range representing the middle 50% of reported values). The solid
line inside the box represents the median value. Outliers are plotted
individually, defined as values that are more than 1.5 times the IQR away from
the upper or lower quartile.
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Figure 14 boxplots of the average number of hours reported on each team by year. Team size and
class year do not fully explain the variation in average hours worked between teams.

While there are minor differences between years, much of the variation is
within years. A notable exception is 2011, the year with the lowest enrollment
(99 students). While across all eight years the average team size is 18 students,
in 2011 teams ranged from HI to 14 students. The year with the highest
enrollment does not have the lowest average hours reported as 2014 represents
the peak enrolment (183 students). It seems that 2011 represents a year where
the much smaller team size resulted in a greater number of hours worked per
student on average. Across the other years neither changing enrolment nor
changes to the curriculum fully explain the variation in the number of hours
worked.
Team size and class year alone clearly do not explain the variation in total
hours reported. From this we can conclude that there are many other
characteristics of teams that likely play a role. The students on the team, the
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team culture, the project itself, and the instructor all likely play an important
role in the number of hours worked by a team.
5.3.4 Together or Alone
Along with entering the number of minutes when filling out timesheets,
students also indicated if the activity was done alone or together with other
students. There is more variation in the amount of time students report working
together than alone as we can see in Figure 15. Across the entire semester the
average student on a team that persists spends 126 hours working with other
students and 72 hours working alone. The average student on a team that does
not persist spends a similar 71 hours working alone, but only 108 hours working
with other students. The difference in total time worked is driven by the time
students spend working together, however this is not a significant difference.
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Figure 15 boxplots of the average number of hours worked together and alone for each team.
Teams work a similar number of hours alone, more variation comes from the number of hours
worked together. Teams that persist generally report working more hours together, however this
is not a significant difference.

As illustrated by Figure 16, teams who persist report spending more of their
time working together than teams that do not persist across all milestones but
the final presentation. These differences are not significant. The percent of time
that teams report working together generally increases each milestone except
for the final presentation.
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Figure 16 The percentage of time reported working together. The area under the curve represents

the percentage of time working together and the area above the curve represents the percentage
time working alone for each milestone. Time working together increases each milestone until the
final milestone. Teams that persist generally (but not significantly) spend slightly more time
working together until the final milestone.

5.3.5 Variation Within Teams
Returning to consider the time reported by students, Figure 17 displays
boxplots of the hours reported by students on each team. We can see that like
the mean, the median number of hours reported is slightly (but not
significantly) correlated with persistence. This correlation is partially driven by
our previous finding that teams that persist have a higher response rate
throughout the course. A higher response rate would result in more students
reporting hours, and therefore teams that persist appearing to have worked a
slightly higher number of hours comparatively.
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Figure 17 boxplots of per team variation of hours reported. Persistence is slightly but not
significantly correlated with hours reported. The number of hours worked by students on the
same team varies less than the average hours worked between teams.

The project teams report a mean of 105 to 280 hours per student, a range of
175 hours. The IQR of hours reported by students per team varies from 46 to 188
hours, a range of 142 hours. The difference in mean between teams varies more
than the IQR (a measure of the variance) within teams. In other words, there is
more variation in the average hours worked between teams than there is in the
hours worked within a team.
Finding greater variation between teams than within teams suggests that
differences exist between the teams that strongly influence the number of hours
worked by students on each particular team. In other words, each team appears
to have an average number of hours that all of the team members cluster
around. When we look across multiple different teams, this average number of
hours varies widely. As discussed previously, the average time worked by
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students on a team is likely dependent on a number of factors such as the
difficulty of the project, the personalities of students, and differences in teaching
styles between the individual instructors.
While there is not a strong correlation between average hours worked and
persistence, a visual inspection of Figure 17 provides some indication that the
teams that persist may have less variance as represented by a smaller IQR.
Figure 18 orders the teams by increasing IQR to confirm this intuition. Nine of
the eleven teams are in the bottom half of the population, highlighting the
relationship between persistence and low IQR. Increasing IQR is not correlated
with increasing median.
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Figure 18 boxplots of hours reported per student on each team ordered by increasing IQR. Teams
that persist generally have small IQR except for two teams that may represent outliers.
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Teams 12 and 81, the two teams who persisted with the highest median
number of hours worked per student also have large IQRs. There is reason to
believe that these two teams represent outliers and a different path to
persistence.
5.3.6 Potential Outliers
Teams 12 and 81 appear to be outliers in Figure 18. A closer examination of
these teams provides evidence that they may represent a different path to
persistence than the other teams, and therefore behaved differently during the
class. These two teams had very interested potential industry partners while the
class was still taking place. This may have given the teams greater confidence
that they would be continuing development beyond the end of the class,
changing the question of persistence from if they should persist to how they
would persist.
One of the teams was working with a potential industry partner during
development of their prototype and "knew that some kind of continuation was
out on the horizon" but "how to incorporate, how to move forward, and most
importantly deciding who was going to filter themselves out as having the time
or desire to keep going [...] came in the Spring"".
In the second case a large company caught wind of the ongoing development
of the product, and began facilitating pilot tests for the invention. Very soon
after the final presentation, the potential industry partner offered to directly buy
the associated intellectual property. This offer was turned down and instead the
students began a spinout company of their own to continue development".

Personal communication with a member of the project team.
1

Gathered from publicly available media reporting.
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These teams both had clear external validation of the market potential of
their products and may represent a different pathway to persistence. While they
may represent outliers, these teams are not excluded from our ongoing analysis
as we still see a statistically significant difference even with them included.
5.3.7 The Coefficient of Variation Within Teams
As Figure 18 demonstrates, teams that persist have less variation in the hours
worked per student. To understand how variation in hours worked differs
between teams that persist and those that don't, the coefficient of variation (also
known as the relative standard deviation) can be examined. The coefficient of
variation is defined as the standard deviation over the mean and provides a
unitless relative measure of the variability of the quantity in question; it is
typically expressed as a percentage. As displayed in Figure 19, the coefficient of
variation of teams that persist is on average much lower than the coefficient of
variation of teams that do not persist. Even including our potential outliers, this
is a significant difference (t = 3.00, df= 15.71, p-value < 0.01).
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Figure 19 comparison of coefficient of variation between teams that persisted and teams that did
not persist.
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This confirms that there is on average less variation in the number of hours
worked by students on teams that persist. In other words, even though the
mean number of hours worked on a team varies widely, on teams that persist
students work a similar number of hours. Students on teams that persist are less
likely to work a disproportionally large or small number of hours compared to
their teammates. This may point towards a measure of team cohesiveness where
all students are contributing equally. This finding suggests that more cohesive
teams are more likely to persist; this is supported by the prior observation that
teams who persist tend to report spending slightly (but not significantly) more
time working together and less time working alone.
5.3.8 Time Spent on Course Milestones
While the total time reported varies widely, we have seen that it is not
strongly correlated with team persistence. Perhaps more important than how
much time was spent on the project is what is it that the students spent their
time doing?
The analysis of team behavior will consider the percentage of a team's total
time that was spent on different activities. Percentage of time as a unit of
analysis compares the relative importance or focus of various teams on different
activities, disentangling it from the absolute number of hours.
The percentage of a teams total time spent on each milestone is represented
by the boxplots of Figure 20. Each milestone represents approximately two
weeks of work, except for the final presentation milestone that lasts three weeks.
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Figure 20 The percentage of total reported time spent by teams on each milestone by persistence.

The only milestone where there is a clear and significant difference in the
percent of team time spent on the project is preparing for the final presentations
at the end of the course (t = 3.07, df = 19.5, p < .01). In general, students spend
proportionally more of their time on the final milestone. This is not surprising
given that the phase before the final presentation is the longest milestone
during the class (around three weeks rather than two), and design classes tend
to increase in intensity towards the final prototype deliverable.
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The difference between teams that persist and teams that do not persist may
be overstated when we take into consideration the drop-off in response rate
noticed earlier, the final few milestones are likely underreported for the teams
that do not persist.
The data we have been considering excludes hours reported before the three
ideas presentation as only five of the eight years have data from that time
period. Figure 21 considers the percent of team time spent on each milestone,
including the three ideas presentation, using data from the five years for which
that information is available. The previous conclusions continue to hold; teams
spend a similar percent of their time on each of the milestones with a significant
difference only in the amount of time spent in the lead up to the final
presentation milestone (t = 3.04, df= 12.42, p < .01).

5.3.9 Time Spent on Design Activities
The

previous

section

considered

how

teams

divided

their

time

chronologically. This section will consider how teams divided their time by
activity. When entering activities students could choose between one of 33
activities broadly falling into 6 categories (designing, researching, prototyping,
testing/debugging,

planning, and other).

Our original research question

imagined that teams who persist may have prioritized certain parts of the design
process or certain design activities.
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Figure 21 The percentage of total reported time spent by teams on each milestone by persistence.
This analysis includes the three ideas presentation and excludes the three years for which that
data is not available.
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As displayed in Figure 22, when considering the broad categories of design
activities that students could report, teams that persisted and teams that did not
spent a similar percentage of their time engaged in different design categories.
Significant differences exist only in the activities with the smallest percentage of
time spent. The teams who persist on average spent less of their time
researching (t = -3.06, df = 26.5, p < .01) and testing/debugging (t = -2.20, df =
18.64, p < .05).

Designing

Researching

Prototyping

Testing/Debugging

Planning

Other

40
30
20
0 10

E

E

0

-60

40
CL
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M

"
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1

teams that did not persist 1

teams that persisted

Figure 22 The percent of team time spent engaged in each broad design category.
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To understand these differences we can examine the individual activities
contained within the subgroups. Eight of the design activities fall within the
broad grouping of researching as displayed in Figure 23. While teams who
persist generally spend less of their total time engaged in all researching
activities

we

see

significant

differences

in how long

students

spend

benchmarking / looking at competitive products (t = -3.14, df = 25.49, p < .01)
and researching the market (t = -2.25, df= 16.29, p = .03). Spending significantly
less time on these two activities may indicate that teams who persist are less
likely to have competitors in the market or similar products against which to
benchmark.
conducting focus groups
with users

observing in the field

communicating in other
ways with users/clients

researching the market

benchmarking/looking at
competitive products

searching/reviewing
patents

2

0

E
E
2

-

0
searching/reviewing non-patent
product-related literature

searching/reviewing design/industrial
design/technique-related literature

2

I

0

= M
*

teams that did not persist

Figure 23 percent of time spent researching
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*

teams that persisted
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testing/debugging with client/user

12

9

E
0)

6

I
3
0

0

*

teams that did not persist *

teams that persisted

Figure 24 percent of total time spent testing and debugging.

Teams that persisted spent less time testing and debugging than teams who
did not persist, as illustrated by Figure 24. While this is generally true both with
and without the user, teams spent more of their time debugging without the
user and this difference was significant (t = -2.18, df = 19.26, p = .04). This may

indicate that teams that persisted had products that required less debugging
and were easier to get to a workable state.
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The teams that persisted also spent less time identifying design problems as
illustrated by Figure 25 (t = -2.18, df = 25.26, p = .04). Identifying design
problems is defined as "time spent choosing the general problem(s) that your
project will address, or finding specific problems with your design or a
competitor's product". This finding means different things depending on when
in the class the activity was reported. Early in the class identifying design
problems would be more closely related to ideation whereas during later
milestones this activity instead would likely indicate refining a specific product
concept.

identifying design problems

5
4)

E
(D

CL

I

I

0

teams that did not persist

*

teams that persisted

Figure 25 percent of time spent identifying design problems
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milestone the hours were reported

*

teams that did not persist 1 teams that persisted

Figure 26 percent of team time spent identifying design problems broken down by milestone.
Depending on when this activity was reported it represents different actions.

As illustrated in Figure 26, the finding that teams that persist spend less
time identifying design problems is driven by hours reported during the sketch
model review, and by hours reported during the assembly review and technical
review. The difference in hours reported during the sketch model review
milestone may indicate that teams spent less time on the ideation component of
this activity, or "choosing the general problem(s) that your product will
address". At the same time the lower percentage of time reported during the
assembly review and technical review are likely driven by less time spent
"finding specific problems with your design or a competitor's product".
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hanging out in lab
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Figure 27 percent of team time spent hanging out in lab

The largest difference in terms of percent of time spent on a single activity is
from students spending time "hanging out" in lab. As illustrated in Figure 27,
teams who persist spend significantly more time hanging out in lab (t = 2.37, df
=

13.07, p =.03). Teams who persist, on average, report spending almost seven

percent of their time hanging out versus five percent of their time for teams that
do not persist. Given that the average team reports 3200 hours working on
2.009 this difference is in the order of 64 hours. This is yet another factor that
appears to be related to team cohesiveness.
The significant differences found when comparing the percent of student
time spent on individual design activities are summarized in Table 17.
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Table 17 Summary of design activities with significant differences in percent of time spent between
teams that persisted and teams that did not persist.

% of time spent (mean)
by teams that:

CATEGORY

activity

p

persist

not
persist

0.04

2.36

2.85

Ido
t

df

DESIGNING
identifying design problems

-2.18

25.3

RESEARCHING
benchmarking / looking at

-3.14

25.5

< 0.01

0.69

0.98

-2.25

86.1

0.04

1.22

1.61

0.04

2.72

4.04

competitive products
researching the market

TESTING / DEBUGGING
testing / debugging without

-2.13

19.3

client / user

PLANNING
organizing via email, phone,
messaging, etc.

-2.48

29.0

0.02

1.89

2.59

preparing for class, lab,

-2.34

20.8

0.03

1.99

2.42

0.03

6.83

4.88

meetings

OTHER
hanging out in lab

5.4

2.37

20.8

Discussion
Considering the time students spent on individual activities, the largest

significant difference was found in how long students "hung out" in lab. As the
initial hypothesis was that students might emphasize different elements of the
design process, this was an unexpected finding. It reminds us that the social
dimension of capstone teams cannot be overlooked, and it seems that teams
that persist beyond the end of the class have a stronger social environment. In
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some ways this is an obvious finding, as one would expect students not to
continue working on a product if they did not like the team members they were
working with.
5.4.1

Team Dynamics

The curriculum and structure of 2.009 already recognizes the importance of
the social dynamics of a team, and many supports are built into the class to
foster a stronger team environment. One of the key supports towards this goal is
the assigned roles on each team. Along with having students assigned as system
integrators, financial officers, and safety officers amongst other traditional
design team roles, each team also elects yoda officers. As described to students:
Each team has two Team Yodas (one per section) who monitor
work distribution, individual engagement, and team dynamics. Team
Yodas will be selected during the first team lab meeting.
The Team Yodas' ultimate purposes are to promote balance and
productive engagement within the team and to assist members in
reaching their full potentials. They may fulfill these duties by acting as
a mediator or an active listener, or by supporting individuals in voicing
their needs to the team. While Yodas can act as a team resource for
any interpersonal conflicts, they should be particularly sensitive to any
and all imbalances due to team member identity, including (but not
limited to) gender, race, or religion.
Team Yodas are encouraged to work closely with System
Integrators to identify opportunities for a) improvement in the division
of labor and b) students who wish to expand their knowledge and
capabilities to do so. With guidance from mentors, Team Yodas should
both proactively and passively engage with team members to discuss
ways to optimize their 2.009 experiences.
Team Yodas are expected to keep track of their observations on
team dynamics and of their role-related interactions with team
members in their notebooks. They may be called upon by System
Integrators and/or lab instructors and/or the course instructor
following class milestones and team review surveys to provide
recommendations on how to address weaknesses in team operations.
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Team Yodas will have periodic meetings throughout the term with
the Meta Yoda (our Yoda coach) during the term. The meetings will be
scheduled once all team Yoda officers are appointed.
The team Yodas are not the only support to encourage positive team
dynamics.

Many of the classroom activities provide opportunities for the

development of team spirit and a sense of camaraderie.
Multiple related findings point towards the importance

of the social

environment in team persistence. Teams who persist have less variation in hours
worked per student. When a team has less variation, fewer students are working
a disproportionally

large or small number

of hours

compared to their

teammates. This relative equity of effort likely represents a healthy team
dynamic where work is evenly distributed. This is an explicit goal of the Yoda
officers. Teams that persisted also reported spending more time working
together (but this was not statistically significant).
5.4.2 Typical Product Persistence
The finding that students on teams that persisted worked a more equal
number of hours was somewhat surprising given what is known regarding the
typical process for team persistence. Commonly, teams that persist meet after
the end of the semester to establish expectations from people that will continue
to work on the project. Only a fraction of the team typically remains involved.
While developing this study it seemed plausible that teams that persisted may
have had a handful of students that put in a tremendous amount of effort, felt
ownership over the product, and then those students would be the ones that
continued on with product development after the class. This is clearly not the
case during the semester, as we have seen that variation in hours worked is
actually less on the teams that persist. A interesting future research question to
consider would be to look within the teams that persisted to investigate if there
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are other characteristics of the students that persisted that vary from their
teammates.
We also found that the students on teams that persisted tended to be more
diligent submitting their time sheets (i.e. they had higher response rates).
Students on teams that persist seem to be generally more engaged and
responsive to class requirements.
5.4.3 Project Characteristics
While many of our findings point to team dynamics playing an important
role in team persistence, there are some indications that characteristics of the
project itself also play a role. The projects that persist may be those that more
obviously meet an unmet need as students spent less of their time doing market
research and benchmarking against related products. These projects also
typically had students spending less time testing and debugging, perhaps
indicating that the design and technology used was easier to implement and
initially more successful. Teams also spend less time identifying

design

problems, indicating that they may also be more confident in their ideas and
approach earlier in the semester.
5.4.4 Limitations
We initially hypothesized that we would see differences in how students
approached the design process. No clear differences in the design process
emerged, instead team dynamics and characteristics of the project provide the
clearest correlations.
We have been examining a comprehensive dataset that covers almost a
decade of 2.009, however given that our unit of analysis is project teams, we
only have 64 data points, 11 of which represent teams that persisted. This
relatively small dataset has limited statistical power and differences between
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approaches to the design process could exist that would be better understood
through a qualitative follow-up study.
This dataset also has limited coverage of the initial stage of the design
process, the period of the class before the three ideas presentation when most of
the initial ideation process takes place. It may be that important differences
exist in the ideation phase of the design process that we are unable to examine.
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Chapter 6
Reflections of Authentic Design
Authentic design education is any design project that extends beyond the
classroom environment while encouraging the development of a student's
self-identity as an engineer.

The definition of authentic design introduced in Chapter 2 and repeated
above gives voice to the potential for students to participate in design activities
that impact more than

just their grades. Having projects expand beyond the

classroom into the real world provides students with the opportunity for
legitimate peripheral participation as engineers; this legitimate peripheral
participation supports students' development of self-identity as engineers.
The

previous

three

chapters

considered

two

very

different

design

experiences: a design-based wilderness education class that had students rely on
their own products in the wilderness environment and a more traditional
mechanical engineering capstone design class developed to emulate a design
team in a product development firm. These experiences provide complementary
examples of approaches to authentic engineering design education.
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The findings in this dissertation provide guidance when

considering

important characteristics of design learning environments. We will revisit some
of the key findings from the previous chapters that indicate opportunities for
effective educational approaches.

6.1

The Importance of the Social Environment
The conceptual framework that this dissertation is built upon argues that

legitimate peripheral participation is the implicit learning theory underpinning
engineering education. Design education has long sought to give students the
opportunity to participate as engineers, in recent decades coalescing around
large team-based capstone design projects meant to emulate industry. For
students participating in 2.009, persisting (i.e. working on bringing a product to
market)

is an expression of students' legitimate peripheral

participation.

Students' that believe their product can exist outside of the confines of the
classroom likely also have begun to develop self-identity as engineers.
When examining 2.009, we hypothesized that the teams that chose to
persist after the class ended may have prioritized different design activities than
the teams that did not. Instead, our analysis revealed that the main team
characteristics associated with persistence were related to team dynamics and
the social environment. The teams that persisted reported spending more of
their time working together, had fewer teammates that worked significantly
more or less than the team average, and spent significantly more of their time
simply hanging out in lab.
While we often focus on the structure of the project, or the design process
followed by students, the social environment clearly plays a significant role in
any learning environment. The results from this analysis were not previously
known, but the importance of the social environment was already explicitly
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recognized in the structure of 2.009. There are team roles dedicated to working
on developing and maintaining a positive team environment (i.e. the "Yoda"
officer) and many of the early classroom activities and challenges are designed
to develop team spirit and camaraderie.
While factors related to team dynamics were the strongest factors correlated
with persistence, some evidence also pointed towards the characteristics of the
project itself playing a role. Teams that persisted tended to spend less time
doing market research, benchmarking against other products, and testing and
debugging.

The projects may have more obviously filled a gap in the

marketplace and provided fewer challenges while implementing the design.
It is important to keep the importance of the social and emotional
environment in mind as we move on to consider what was learned from the
design for the wilderness class. The social environment was not a direct focus of
the design for the wilderness curriculum examined in Chapters 3 and 4, yet it
likely played an important role in students' experiences.

Embarking on a

wilderness expedition requires trust, teamwork, and communication beyond
what would be found in a normal classroom environment; research into outdoor
education

has demonstrated that

expeditions promote

strong

supportive

relationships between students. This reliance on each other supported and
amplified many of the learning outcomes that we will highlight.

6.2

Structuring Products for Impact
The focus of the design for the wilderness class was the characteristics of the

projects that students worked on. Each project was developed to be impactful,
requiring students to rely on the products that they developed, or knowledge
they gained, and experience the real impact of their design decisions.
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The most important finding was how difficult it was to convince students
that they would really have to rely on something that they made. Students
expect education to be somewhat dishonest, and convincing them that a project
was going to be authentically impactful provided a much greater challenge than
expected. It is important to scaffold impactful design experiences in such a way
that students are assured of the truth underlying the premise of the activity.
6.2.1

Fully Impactful or Not At All

Once students have been assured of the real impact of a project, it is
important that the project lives up to that promise. It was sometimes very
difficult to fully implement impactful projects as designed. As explored in
Chapter 4, oftentimes projects and activities included in the design for the
wilderness class fell short of their intended impact. When discussing clothing
layering systems as heat transfer, providing students with a list of required
clothing negated the requirement to apply what had been learned when packing
for their expedition. Concerns with poor weather resulted in students building
debris shelters that they did not have to sleep under. Time and material
constraints meant that students only desalinated small quantities of water they
did not have to drink. Each of these activities exposed challenges inherent in
designing and faithfully implementing impactful projects.
We repeatedly saw that when projects fell short of their fully impactful
intention, student motivation suffered. As a principle of curriculum design it is
important that impactful activities are truly impactful, or student motivation
suffers.

On

the

other

hand,

contrived

activities

that

embraced

their

shortcomings by adding external prizes or elements of competition were also
motivating to students. Students did not respond well to activities that were
almost authentic but lacked real impact or importance.
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This relationship is moderated by the duration of the activity. The longer
students are asked to engage with a project the more important that the impact
is truly authentic to maintain student attention.
The dip in motivation for almost-impactful projects is visually represented in
Figure 28 and can be though of as an "uncanny valley" of impactful projects.
When designing curricula it is important to recognize the difference between
activities with legitimate impact and activities for which the lack of real impact
should be embraced rather than hidden with half-truths.
Returning to consider the difficultly inherent in convincing students that a
project will be impactful in the first place, almost-impactful projects reinforce
students' belief that education is often deceitful. Trying to pretend that an
activity is impactful when it lacks real impact or consequence reminds students
of why they doubted their ability to engage with a project with real impact in
the first place.

Impactful
Contrived

Almost Impactf ul

Figure 28 The uncanny valley of impact
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While this research initially focused on developing impactful projects, we
also demonstrated that contrived activities can play an important role in design
education. As we saw with the wild woozy activity, contrived activities can serve
as tone-setting experiences and allow for clear, quick, self-contained lessons that
connect students' classroom knowledge to everyday life experience. This
category of activity seems to be most effective when students already have
experience with the two domains of knowledge being connected.
Activities with less impact also provide an environment that allows students
to take more risks and be more creative. However, students early in their
engineering education may associate creativity with an unwillingness to
consider known solutions to problems.
6.2.2 Designfor Use
Impactful design projects were originally imagined as an opportunity to
engage students in legitimate peripheral participation by directly experiencing
the impact of their own design decisions. Through experimentation, we
discovered that impactful projects may be particularly effective at highlighting
what it means to design for an external user and not yourself. This learning
outcome occurred not when students designed, built, or used their own
products, but when they used products designed and built by their peers.
This approach, referred to as Design for Use, relies on students using a
product that was developed by another student. In our case, students used
stoves designed and built by their peers. We expected students to be motivated
by the responsibility of designing a stove for another student; this was not the
case. Instead, we observed that understanding emerged when students were
forced to confront the interplay between their intentions when designing a
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product and their experiences when failing to understand the intentions behind
products designed by their peers. Designing a product for someone else was not
the most impactful part of the experience; the learning occurred though the
experience

of using a stove that someone

else had designed.

Students

participated authentically as users of a product, and struggled to understand the
intention of the designer.
When engaged in teaching human-centered design, it can be difficult to
have students design for external users. The curricular approach of Design for
Use appears to be particularly effective at highlighting the relationship between
designer and user, and the inherent difficulty in designing products for other
people to use.
In the case of the stove, students had experience designing and building the
same product that they then struggled to use themselves. This is possibly an
important element of the experience. Design for Use appears to be a promising
approach for introducing human-centered design concepts to students early in
their engineering education and should be investigated further.

6.3

Implications for the Development of Design Classes
While effective, the two classes considered within this dissertation

require a substantial investment of time and resources that may be impractical
or unavailable in other educational contexts. Despite this, the findings from this
work can be applied in more resource-constrained environments.
As we have discussed, situated learning argues that all learning is comprised
of legitimate peripheralparticipation.It is worth returning to consider how each
of the three components of situated learning influence the way design education
should be approached and the corresponding implications from prior findings.
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6.3.1

Participation

Participation requires that students be provided with the opportunity to
engage in experiences where they design and build objects, just as they would be
required to do in professional practice. Constructionism tells us that ideas are
best developed and shared through the physical representation of ideas; in
engineering design education the physical representation of ideas has a dual
role, as participating in the professional practice of engineering also requires
that students develop confidence that the physical artifacts they design can be
built.
Having objects that students' design be physically constructed is incredibly
important. As we found when implementing impactful design projects, many
students doubted that they could build an object that would be relied on. Rather
than believe the premise that they would be designing and constructing stoves
to use for four days while on an expedition, many students instead chose to
believe that the instructor team was being dishonest and they would be using
commercial stoves once in the wilderness environment. This self-doubt could
have arisen from a lack of confidence in their ability to accomplish the task as
presented, or a lack of belief that instructors would actually ask students to
construct something that really had to work.
The risk of paper-based design experiences, where products are never
constructed, is that they allow students to continue to believe that they are not
engaged in "real" engineering, as there is no evidence that their product would
really work if constructed. Paper-based design projects may reinforce students'
beliefs that they are lacking some characteristic necessary to truly function as
engineers.
When engaged in an iterative design process it is important to consider the
materials that the students are using for prototypes and the final product; this
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may be especially important in resource-constrained environments. As we saw
with the stove project, when there is not a difference in material or fidelity
between prototypes and final product, students can regard themselves as
engaged in building a series of failed "final products" rather than prototyping on
the way to a final design. If the materials being used are similar, it is important
to clearly signpost the process of prototyping and ensure students are asking
and answering critical questions along the way to a final design.
6.3.2 Peripheral
Design learning experiences should be peripheral; they should increase in
complexity and scope as students become more confident and knowledgeable
practitioners. In a practical sense, this means that different design learning
activities should be integrated into the curriculum at different times.
Early in their education, students should be introduced to the processes,
tools and techniques

for design. Early design experiences

that increase

engineering self-efficacy may be particularly important from the perspective of
training

a

more

diverse

cohort

of

engineers.

Women

and

other

underrepresented minorities are less likely to have high engineering self-efficacy
and early interventions have the potential to increase persistence through
engineering programs.
The university maker movement is emerging as a relatively low cost
approach

to

provide

students

with

access

to

desktop

manufacturing

technologies and the ability to engage in value-authentic projects. As we have
previously referenced, early research appears to indicate that these makerspaces
are able to increase engineering self-efficacy.
Another promising approach illuminated in this dissertation is that of
Design for Use, where students use and rely on an object designed by their
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peers. This appears to be an effective approach to introducing the role of the
user in the human centered design process.
Value and impact-authentic projects have the potential to make design a
much more personal activity. Students in engineering programs need to regard
design as an everyday activity that they can engage in, not as an activity "real
engineers" engage in to develop "the next big technology".
While value-authentic experiences such as access to Makerspaces or impactauthentic approaches such as Design for Use may be effective for increasing
engineering self-efficacy at the beginning of engineering programs, upper year
students

should continue

to be provided with

more

complex

learning

environments that more closely mirror the professional context of engineering.
As we saw in 2.009, the social environment may play an outsized role in
students' experiences. A future research question would be to consider if there is
a direct link between the social environment of the team and students beliefs
surrounding their self-efficacy as engineers. In either case, when developing
design classes the social and team environment needs to be considered and
explicitly supported.
In the case of entrepreneurial classes or classes meant to support students in
developing real products it appears that substantial effort should be placed
towards the social and emotional environment.
6.3.3 Legitimate
The expanded definition of authentic design education disentangles industry
involvement from authentic learning environments while continuing to value
the role of the professional community of engineering. To provide a legitimate
learning environment students need to be given opportunities that develop
engineering self-identity. As we have seen, legitimacy does not necessarily
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require that students be directly engaged with a practicing engineer; other
approaches such as impact-authentic projects can help students feel more of a
part of the community of professional engineering.

6.4

Concluding Thoughts
This dissertation proposes a new definition of authentic design education. It

is important to reiterate that authenticity is not a sufficient (or even necessary)
criteria for good or effective design education. Not all authentic design education
will be effective, and not all effective design education will be authentic. This
dissertation provides evidence that impactful projects and Design for Use are
authentic and effective approaches to design education. Our more expansive
definition of authentic design education provides opportunity for a more
nuanced discussion of what effective authentic design education looks like and
this work is just one possible approach.
Authentic

design can be more

than

simply engaging with industry.

Broadening the definition of authentic design allows for the development of
innovative

effective learning environments

for students.

This dissertation

considered two possible approaches: design in a wilderness context and a more
traditional capstone design class where students develop products responding to
needs that they identify in the marketplace. Many other approaches are
possible. It is our hope that this dissertation has expanded the boundaries of
what can be considered authentic design education, inspiring others to continue
to investigate a wide range of possible effective educational approaches.
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